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Abstract
Dysplasia grading in Barrett’s Oesophagus has been an issue among pathologist world-
wide. Despite of the increasing number of sufferers every year especially for westerners,
dysplasia in Barrett’s Oesophagus can only be graded by a trained pathologist with visual
examination.
Therefore, we present our work on extracting textural and spatial features from the
tissue regions. Our first approach is to extract only the epithelial layer of the tissue, based
on the grading rules by pathologists. This is carried out by extracting sub images of a
certain window size along the tissue epithelial layer. The textural features of these sub
images were used to grade regions into dysplasia or not-dysplasia and we have achieved
82.5% AP with 0.82 precision and 0.86 recall value. Therefore, we have managed to over-
came the ‘boundary-effect’ issues that have usually been avoided by selecting or cropping
tissue image without the boundary.
Secondly, the textural and spatial features of the whole tissue in the region were in-
vestigated. Experiments were carried out using Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrices at
the pixel-level with a brute-force approach experiment, to cluster patches based on its
texture similarities.Then, we have developed a texture-mapping technique that translates
the spatial arrangement of tissue texture within a tissue region on the patch-level. As a
result, three binary decision tree models were developed from the texture-mapping image,
to grade each annotated regions into dysplasia Grade 1, Grade 3 and Grade 5 with 87.5%,
75.0% and 81.3% accuracy percentage with kappa score 0.75, 0.5 and 0.63 respectively.
A binary decision tree was then used on the spatial arrangement of the tissue texture
types with respect to the epithelial layer to help grade the regions. 75.0%, 68.8% and
68.8% accuracy percentage with kappa value of 0.5, 0.37 and 0.37 were achieved respec-
tively for dysplasia Grade 1, Grade 3 and Grade 5. Based on the result achieved, we can
conclude that the spatial information of tissue texture types with regards to the epithelial
layer, is not as strong as is on the whole region.
The binary decision tree grading models were applied on the broader tissue area; the
whole virtual pathology slides itself. The consensus grading for each tissue is calculated
with positivity table and scoring method. Finally, we present our own thresholded fre-
quency method to grade virtual slides based on frequency of grading occurrence; and the
result were compared to the pathologist’s grading. High agreement score with 0.80 KV
was achieved and this is a massive improvement compared to a simple frequency scoring,
which is only 0.47 KV.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last few decades, we can see that computer applications have been seamlessly com-
bined with many other fields, particularly in education, architecture, design, entertainment
and medicine. In medicine, computer applications are used to detect any signs of disease
at the earliest stage possible so as to save lives. While medical experts are looking for
preventive steps, engineers and computer scientists are trying very hard to automate cer-
tain processes in order to speed up, standardize or upgrade the diagnostic process. These
offer cheaper, faster and more quantifiable analysis of diseases.
This chapter contains the clinical and technical explanation of the glass and virtual
pathology slides as well as the disease that we are looking at; the Barrett’s Oesophagus.
In continuation to that, the gap in the current practise in diagnosing this disease will be
highlighted, as it became our research motivations, followed by our research objectives
and contributions. Then, the research framework and thesis outlined will be presented.
1.1 Glass and virtual pathology slides
One of the standard procedures to diagnose certain conditions is histopathological exam-
ination; diagnosis based on the visual observation for changes of patterns, shapes and
sizes of tissue structures from tissue samples called biopsies. These tissue samples were
preserved in pathology glass slides. The pathology glass slides are prepared by a series of
steps, starting by taking biopsy samples from the patient. The biopsies are then placed in
1
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a sample cassette and put into a special device to replace all water inside the biopsies with
paraffin. Afterwards, the sample will be solid and surrounded in a cube of wax where it
will be cut with a microtome into very thin slices (+- 5µm). These slices are then placed
on a glass slide for Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) or other staining. Lastly, another thin
glass known as a cover slip is glued on top of the biopsy glass.
Pathology slides are then sent to pathologists who are trained to notice any abnor-
malities and make a visual evaluation of the tissue samples. To help visualize the cell
structures and identify any abnormalities in the tissue, many types of dye or staining are
used for contrasting colours. However, the tissues slices vary in number, size, thickness,
shape and also staining concentrations. Glass slide diagnosis is used as a gold standard
procedure, but it has many drawbacks as slides are fragile, not easily transportable for
presentation, and the staining may fade or even disappear over time.
Therefore, digital scanner technology which is currently capable of producing high
resolution images in a short time has become a springboard for the virtual pathology slide
diagnosis evolution. Virtual pathology slides are glass slides which have been scanned
and digitized with specialized digital scanner technology. It offers many advantages as
they are easily saved, archived and retrieved without compromising the image quality.
The slides are more interactive, easily shared, presented, standardized and annotated as
well as presented for education, discussion and visual evaluation purposes. It enables the
development of automatic or semi-automatic detection where changes or abnormalities in
tissue structure can be detected, measured and analysed in a quantitative ways. Virtual
pathology slides have more advantages to revolutionize the way diagnosis is carried out
in pathology, replacing the microscope based method.
1.2 Barrett’s Oesophagus
Barrett’s Oesophagus (BO), (sometimes referred as Barrett’s ulcer or columnar lined oe-
sophagus) is a pre-malignant but treatable condition [90] where ‘any portion of the normal
squamous lining has been replaced by a metaplastic columnar epithelium that is visible
microscopically’ [44]. However, the American College of Gastroenterology, German So-
ciety of Pathology, Amsterdam Working Group and French Society of Digestive Disease
has included the histological evidence of intestinal metaplasia in their definition of BO
[75]. Intestinal metaplasia is the existence of abnormal characteristics of both stomach
tissue and intestinal tissue in the oesophagus, as an adaptive response of the normal oe-
sophagus cells towards the acid reflux coming from the stomach. Rather than transform-
ing into squamous cells, they mature into mucin-producing columnar cells, which are
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.1: Region of BO in human body (a), sample of normal oesophagus tissue lining
(b) and sample of oesophagus lining with Low Grade Dysplasia of BO (c)
better able to protect themselves from the acidic environment [5].
The series of changes from normal squamous cells with a smooth surface as in Figure
1.1(b), to metaplastic columnar cells as in Figure 1.1(c), usually starts with the forma-
tion of mucus secreting goblets and glands in the epithelium layer of oesophagus tissue.
Then, the same formation appears in the lamina propria layer of the tissue, and notice-
able changes in size, shape and other cytological features occur in the cells and nuclei.
These changes are generally labelled according to severity; starting with BO, indefinite
for dysplasia, low grade dysplasia (LGD), high grade dysplasia (HGD) and intramucousal
carcinoma (IMC).
Dysplasia, or intra-mucosal neoplasia is the earliest (pre-invasive) form of cell ab-
normality and not necessarily cancerous. It is defined as ‘neoplastic epithelium confined
by the underlying basement membrane of the gland from which it arises’[99]. Currently
in BO, dysplasia can only be graded by a trained pathologist with visual examination
of glass slides under a microscope. The level of BO severity is in a continuous pattern,
thus differentiating between each type with its characteristics is not an easy task. The
interobserver agreement between pathologists for grades of dysplasia in BO is only 57%
[119]. Two classifications used for grading dysplasia are recommended by Dysplasia
Morphology Study Group Classification (routinely used in the United States) and Vienna
Classification (widely used in Europe and Asia) is shown in Table 1.1.
Despite of the conflicting definitions and diagnostic challenge, grading BO is very
important as it is one of the earliest key sign for cancer possibility. BO sufferers are
estimated to have increased to about 1-5% of the western population [1]. Furthermore,
endoscopic surveillance is mainly performed to identify and monitor the progression of
dysplasia in BO and to minotor the progression. However, the diagnosis is becoming
more difficult when dysplasia is becoming more severe [131]. On top of that, the risk
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Dysplasia Morphology Study group
Classification
Vienna Classification
Negative Negative for neoplasia/dysplasia
Indefinite for Dysplasia Indefinite for neoplasia/Dysplasia
Low-grade Dysplasia Non-invasive low grade neoplasia
(low grade adenoma/dysplasia)
High-grade Dysplasia Non-invasive high grade neoplasia
High-grade dysplasia/adenoma
Non invasive carcinoma (carcinoma
in situ
Suspicious for invasive carcinoma
Adenocarcinoma Invasive neoplasia
Intramucosal Intramucosal adenocarcinoma
Invasive Submucosa carcinoma or beyond
Table 1.1: Comparison of classification for nomenclature of the Barrett’s associated dys-
plasia. Adapted from [87]
of Oesophageal Cancer for the United Kingdom population has increased threefold since
1971 [63] and only 5% of BO’s patients seek medical attention for symptoms of cancer
[24].
Although not many patients with BO developed cancer [16], Spechler in [111] has
concluded that progression from LGD to HGD/IMC within 5 years ranges between 10-
28%, and the risk for HGD to further develop into Oesophagus Adenocarcinoma is ap-
proximately 30-50 times more; as reported in [110, 121] or 30-125 times more as in[9].
On the other hand, Solaymani [110] reported that LGD are 10 times more likely to de-
velop into Oesophageal Cancer than Oesophagus Adenocarcinoma, or 0.5% as reported
in [106].
1.3 Research motivation, objectives and contributions
This research is driven mainly by the interest in bridging the gap in the variations of grad-
ing dysplasia in BO. The existence of virtual pathology slides and interest in automatic
diagnosis from histopathology and pathology images has fuelled the motivation toward
this research.
The interobserver agreement between pathologists in diagnosing dysplasia in BO has
always been an issue with the overall agreement ranging from fair to good. The lack
of a universally accepted definition of BO amongst the pathology and gastroenterology
societies around the world [75] has certainly contributed to the low agreement score. In
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addition, the pathologist’s own experience in diagnosing dysplasia will certainly influence
their grading decisions.
Therefore, we need to help find the pattern or texture difference between tissues in
each grade of dysplasia. Dysplasia criteria are varied and the changes of cytological and
morphological changes are continuous and smooth, making differentiating between each
type is a difficult task. Even experienced gastrointestinal pathologists frequently disagree
on the diagnosis of HGD and IMC [91].
Hence, the objective of this research is to help identify and measure dysplasia in BO
virtual pathology slides using textural features and spatial relationships. Textural features
of BO tissues were extracted from tissue images in virtual pathology slides and the suit-
able ones were selected. The morphological changes were identified and used to discrim-
inate grades of dysplasia. Using machine vision, machine learning and virtual pathology
slides, these changes in tissue might form a model or map for reference. Therefore, the
agreement and confidence level in diagnostic results will increase.
In this research, our main contribution is to grade the severity of dysplasia condition
in Barrett’s Oesophagus into Grade 1, Grade 3 or Grade 5, using image processing and
machine learning technique.
In order to do this, several research contributions has been made:
• The solution for ‘border effect’ suffered by BO, colon, breast, prostate and oral tis-
sue (among others) during digital image processing. This is carried out by detecting
the tissue surface, and extracting texture features along the detected surface only.
• The texture-mapping technique named as the Cluster-coded Co-occurrence Im-
age(CCI). This techniques maps the co-existence of many types of tissue textures
within a region without compromising its textural information at pixel-level.
• The understanding of spatial arrangement of tissue texture types with reference to
the epithelial layer. This knowledge is significantly important as it translated the
pathologist’s knowledge in examining tissue condition for grading purposes.
• The grading models applied on the whole BO Virtual Slides. This is another contri-
bution to the machine learning and pathology society as the closest research stops
at locating dysplastic areas in colorectal tissues.
• Finally, the method to achieve a consensus grading for a virtual slides using grades
from each extracted regions. This is achieved by implementing a positivity table
that count in the support value gained from grades of each regions extracted.
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The outcome of this research has the potential to provide more information for pathol-
ogists to challenge or support their grading decisions. They can also use the knowledge
from this research to help in teaching, diagnosing and visualizing the reasoning behind
each grading with quantifiable features.
The computer vision, image processing and machine learning community can also
benefited from this research as the CCI methods might also be used in other domains as
well. This research enable us to identifying patterns and rules from tissue images, which
might be too subtle for human perception.
1.4 Research framework and thesis outline
Research and clinical papers that have been published related to tissue analysis, especially
in BO and other digestive organs such as the mouth, oesophagus and colon, have been
referred to to ensure that our research is useful, in demand and novel. It has also been
a good springboard for this research for collecting the useful information and tips on the
features and methods that have been investigated or attempted before. These are reviewed
in Chapter 2 where key papers are discussed in relation to the current work.
Based on the literature review and experiments that were carried out, the develop-
mental framework for a diagnosis support tool has been developed as illustrated in Figure
1.2. The framework shows that the pattern analysis starts with tissue texture and spatial
features extraction, analysis, feature selection and decision making model from annotated
regions. The implementation is carried out in much larger scale which is on the whole
virtual pathology slide.
Chapter 3 contains the detailed explanations of the ground truth data and images avail-
able to use. Image pre-processing to reduce noise and normalised the colour in the image
are also discussed in this chapter. The main challenge here is to measure the tissue sur-
face complexity, in attempts to divide tissue into meaningful regions. The work has been
presented in the Symposium of Microscopy Image Analysis for Biomedical Applications
at London, in April 2010. The final outcome from this chapter is the best method to create
regions of tissue from the whole tissue extracted from the virtual pathology slides.
Chapter 4 contains the works involved in extracting the texture and spatial features
from the annotated region. Annotated regions are smaller regions of the whole tissue
image, which are already annotated by pathologists. The texture analysis is divided into
three main focuses; 1) the epithelial layer only, 2) the tissue texture features 3) the spatial
features between tissue texture arrangement with regards to the epithelial layer. The main
challenge in this chapter is the brute-force approach in selecting best feature combina-
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tions, and also to come out with a grading model to grade dysplastic regions. The best
feature sets are used to grade dysplasia and the result is evaluated, reported, and published
in [2] and [3].
Chapter 5 explains the implementation of region creation from Chapter 3, as well as
the grading models learnt from Chapter 4 on the whole tissue image extracted from virtual
pathology slides. As the virtual pathology slides contain much tissue and each tissue will
be divided into regions for dysplasia grading, the main contribution from this chapter is to
combine the grading models, as well as to come up with a consensus diagnosis for virtual
pathology slide. The consensus diagnosis is evaluated against the pathologist’s consensus
grading.
Finally, Chapter 6 contains a wrap-up discussions and the conclusions about the re-
search outcomes. It also contains suggestions for possible improvement steps, as well as
the possibility to extend the research into commercial use in clinics or education.
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Figure 1.2: Framework of analysing and diagnosing dysplasia in BO
Chapter 2
Literature Review
Although virtual pathology slides can be of few gigapixels, the growing technology in
powerful computing processors, high capacity of hard disks and virtual memory has en-
abled fast processing regardless of the image size. Thus, virtual pathology slides diagnosis
can be carried out at a pathologist’s personal desktop computer, where it can be panned
and zoomed using a keyboard and a mouse. It also enables simple visualisation tracking,
annotation recording for evaluation and other interactivity during diagnosis which is not
possible by manual diagnosis using a microscope. The use of suitable computer vision
technologies and machine learning techniques have a potential to develop into a computer
aided diagnosis system.
Therefore, this chapter will describe the technical aspect of the clinical challenges in
grading dysplasia in BO, and how virtual pathology slides has contributed and used in
diagnosing and teaching. Then we will look at image pre-processing on H&E images,
before continuing on to the texture and architecture features in tissue analysis, as well as
attempts by previous researchers to grade or diagnose diseases using machine learning
techniques. At the end of this chapter, we will conclude with theories and techniques to
be further investigated for this research.
9
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2.1 Clinical challenges
Oesophagus tissue samples are obtained from biopsy during endoscopy. In the process,
sample tissues are pinched off with a biopsy forceps and sent to a lab for slide preparation
including staining, before being analysed by the pathologists. Usually for detecting BO,
staining with H&E is enough to contrast between features so the pathologists can see
clearly the changes in tissue using a light microscope. However, the abnormalities in
dysplasia (as explained in chapter 1.1) form in a continuous spectrum, thus the boundary
between negative, indefinite, LGD, and HGD cannot be sharply defined [38].
Figure 2.1: Images of tissue from a virtual pathology slide in different zoom level. The
green boxes show the area which is being zoomed.
Dysplastic tissue is a combination of many complex structures and pathologists look
for abnormalities and changes in tissue to decide on the dysplasia grade. The changes
in tissue vary over time and diagnosis becomes more difficult at a higher stage due to
its complexity [131]. The degree of the complexity is portrayed by much ongoing clin-
ical research to study the variability of diagnosing dysplasia in BOs, measuring the in-
terobserver and/or intraobserver agreement amongst pathologists, and this has become
our research motivation, as explained in chapter 1.2. Some of them can be found in
[16, 27, 34, 56, 75, 83, 97].
Interobserver agreement is high when different observers view the same material and
have similar interpretations and gradings; while intraobserver agreement counts only
when a single observer views the same material on separate occasions and both inter-
pretations are consistent with each other. The agreement is usually measured with kappa
value (KV), most commonly used in medical literature [120]. KV measure inter-rater
agreement for two or more abserver for qualitative data. Sample to calculate the agree-
ment between 2 observers is shown in Equation 2.1a, with reference to labels made in
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Table 2.1.
Observer 1
yes no total
Ob
se
rv
er
2 yes TP FN m1
no FP TN m2
total n1 n2 N
Table 2.1: Showing sample agreement between two observers. a and d is total number of
agreement between observer 1 and observer 2, while b and c is the number of disagree-
ment. N is total number of cases being observed.
KV =
Po−Pe
1−Pe where (2.1a)
Po = T P+T N and (2.1b)
Pe =
m2×n2+m1×n1
N×N (2.1c)
In comparison to KV, accuracy of a system are commonly measured using accuracy
percentage AP. AP takes only correctly classified cases compared to number of cases
((T P+ T N)/N). Classes has to be equally balanced to qualify AP as a measurement.
Another measurements for system’s performance are Precision and Recall. Precision is
calculated with (T P/(T P+FP)) while Recall is with (T P/(T P/(T P+FN)).
The morphological changes in tissues include the architectural and cytological changes.
Architectural changes concern the overall structure and the arrangement of cells and its
components (such as the cytoplasm and nucleus) at a certain area. This can be seen at
lower resolution images (for example, image 5X in Figure 2.1); as the overall pattern of
a tissue such as cells arrangement, general colour, nuclei/cytoplasm ratio, tissue density
and the existing and location of certain local structure.
On the other hand, cytological changes are changes of local structure in a tissue and
therefore high resolution images will be used to see each cell in detail. A sample image
can be seen at image 40X in Figure 2.1, where the nuclei/cytoplasm ratio of the cell
itself as well as its nuclei shape, size and location, can be examined. Table 2.2 shows the
criteria of cytological and architectural changes, as suggested by experienced pathologists
[27, 38, 82, 87, 111], and how it differs in each stage of dysplasia.
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2.2 Virtual pathology slides
Pathologists can intuitively diagnose a disease based on their knowledge and experience
of judging the severity of tissue transformation through the pathology slides. However,
some abnormalities in tissue might be too subtle for human eyes to perceive, and this can
be detected and measured with the help of computer vision. Therefore, the virtual slides
images must be of a good quality: good image compression, brightness, focus and field
of view [52]. The quality of virtual pathology slide images depend on the glass slides
preparation and the scanning setups while acquiring the image.
The practicality of virtual pathology slides has sparked a lot of interest, especially
in the application and evaluation in teaching and diagnostic support. Some examples of
these cover (but are not limited to) cancers [20] and tumours on major organs [52, 53],
dentistry [35], gleason grading in prostate [42], haematology [12] and BO [119]. All
these have come to the same conclusion that virtual slides are very useful in teaching
and assessment. A further study by Fred R. Dee in [19] has revealed that about 50% of
pathology courses worldwide already have or are expected to implement virtual slides in
their teaching.
In addition, Lundin et. al concluded that the implementation of a virtual microscopy
network spanning a large geographical area can minimize the cost of image compression
and is economically feasible, as published in [70]. This research has utilized existing
academic networks from Finland, Poland, Netherland, Spain and Sweden during the Eu-
ropean Congress of Pathology in 2007. Furthermore, virtual slides have been used by the
American Board of Pathology examinations for trainee pathologists [88] as well as in re-
porting at centralised laboratories in United States of America and Australia [62]. Thus,
we can conclude that virtual slide diagnosis is rapidly evolving and is beneficial to the
community and pathologists as well.
Virtual pathology slides which are stored in an Aperio server at St James’s Hospital,
Leeds have been used for this study. These BO pathology slides are a selection of 60
cases from Leeds General Infirmary which represent every grade of dysplasia. The glass
slides have been technically inspected by a consultant pathologist (Dr. Darren Treanor)
and were scanned with Aperio T3 with a 40 times objective lens. These virtual slides
digitise at a resolution of 0.23 micron per pixel, zoomable from thumbnail sized images
into 40X magnification and panable; similar to conventional microscopy [45]. It also
allows annotations and coordinates recording.
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2.3 Image pre-processing
The existance of virtual pathology slides has enabled tissue textural or structural features
extraction [49] at pixel-based level or region-based level. However, there are three main
processes in the computerised tissue analysis framework. The first process is the image
preprocessing, secondly is the feature extraction and selection, and the final process is the
analysis and diagnosis process.
General preprocessing for images such as noise reduction and colour normalisation
might be required to ensure that the important features that characterise the image are
retained and not masked by unwanted artefacts. Normally, colour normalisation is carried
out for research which utilises colour, as the staining concentrations are varied. Colour
normalisation is generally a process to allow colour channel in image, loosen its depen-
dency on the illumination, which is usually vary. A good colour normalisation techniques
will produce a natural-look colour images which is not very different from the original
images, but does not alter with illumination change.
Two reseach has reported the negative impact of not normalising colour in their images
is in [11] and [109]. In [11], Bridges has used colour histogram to detect tumour in
colourectal virtual slides and suggest a colour normalisation should be carried out as the
detection accuracy has reduced when it is not. Then, Snape in [109] works with nuclei
detection using colour deconvolution, but has skipped the colour normalisation process.
The result is not promising, showing that features extracted from colour impacted factor
should be colour normalised as well.
Magee et al. has reported a comparison of many colour normalisation methods on
H&E and Diaminobenzidine (DAB) stained virtual slides in an attempt to solve the colour
normalisation problem in histopathology images [71]. The work proposes colour decon-
volution vector estimation for H&E and DAB stained images, thus suggesting that colour
normalisation for histopathology slides are stain specific.
Noise reduction is also a very important process as all known feature extraction meth-
ods use the value of pixel, or group of pixels. The noise in an image can be minimised
if the image is carefully (and manually) selected to ensure no artefacts or unnecessary
background were included in the first place. Then, reducing the noise from images with
series of image blurring, deblurring, thresholding and filtering will maximise the chance
to pick up only the correct information.
These processes enable features measurements and manipulation on the pathology im-
ages without having to repeat any clinical setup or downgrading the original glass slides.
However, not all extracted features are useful. Therefore, feature reduction and selection
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might be needed to reduce the number of parameters to the most distinctive ones. Fur-
ther testing is required to help in selecting key features that can be used to identify the
characteristics of the objects in the image.
Then, using the selected key features in the previous stage, automated or semi-automated
diagnosis of tissue disease can be made using (one or combination of) suitable machine
learning techniques. The diagnosis is made by judging the tissue condition based on pa-
rameters measured from the image and inferences from the trained sample (if provided).
2.4 Tissue texture analysis
The most commonly used definitions to describe image texture are by Haralick et al [41]
and Tamura et al [116]. Haralick first describes texture in an image as ‘the spatial distri-
bution of tone variations within a band’ which can be evaluated as fine, coarse or smooth.
Similarly, Tamura describes image texture as ‘a composition of coarseness, contrast, di-
rectionality, line likeness, regularity, and roughness’. It therefore, describe the arrange-
ment of colour and intensities of the tissue image or certain detected structures in the
tissue.
The advantage of using texture features is that the image texture can be extracted
regardless of the shape and size of any pattern in the image. Figure 2.2 shows a sample
of texture measurement, which is the irregularity (or randomness) values as described
by Tamura et al. It is measured by the entropy of grey value of pixels in image. The
randomness indicates how regular or repetitive a tone variation is over the whole image.
However, the randomness value of the same image is different if it is scaled up or down
(Figure 2.2 b, d and e), thus texture features are scale dependent.
There are two approaches to describe an image texture: syntactical and statistical ap-
proach [100]. Syntactical methods are not widely used, especially in medical applications
[64]. They describes texture based on an anology between the texture primitives spatial
relations and the structure of a formal language. They also construct one grammar for
each texture class during the training phase, and use this to determine the texture class,
using varying method from adjacency probabilities, graph-like language, to tree grammar
[79]. Basically, these methods are based on the idea of regular patterns exist in the texture.
Therefore, we did not explore this idea as dysplasia in BO is a grey area.
Statistical approaches are widely applied, mainly because of the ability to measure
the features and quantify the evaluation process. Properties or features which were ex-
tracted from images were analyse with statistical methods to understand the properties
and patterns, as well to explore the data. However, there are two main texture feature
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(a) entropy: 7.5843 (b) entropy: 7.5472 (c) entropy: 7.5104
(d) entropy: 7.35753 (e) entropy: 7.1992
Figure 2.2: Sample of images with different texture. Note the entropy values for different
images (a-c), but same image with different scaling produce higher difference (b,d,e).
extraction techniques, which are statistical and spectral. Both techniques have been used
by researchers in medical imaging and have their own advantages and disadvantages.
Statistical feature extraction techniques use various sets of statistics from the distri-
bution of image descriptors. The descriptors could be colours, intensities, edges, points,
co-occurrence of pixels, patterns or any other local objects. Texture measures calculated
from the original image are called first order measurements. Second order measurements
consider the relationship between groups of two pixels in the original images whereas
third and higher order consider the relationship among three or more pixels.
Spectral feature extraction techniques have to transform images into a spectral images
using transformation models such as wavelet and fourier. The different frequencies of
those signals or subsignals are measured as the image descriptors. With this method, the
function to transform images and the sub-signals used as the thresholds are important
features to represent image texture. Some published papers on medical image texture,
implementing statistical and spectral measurement techniques will be discussed here.
2.4.1 Statistical feature extraction techniques
Grey-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) [41] is a second order statistical model, com-
monly used to describe texture features of an image. It actually counts the frequency of
repeating pixel intensity (grey level) co-occurrence with its neighbouring pixels within a
certain offset (∆), in a certain directions (Γ). Thus, the matrices indirectly contain the
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image spatial relationships. GLCM also can represent the third order texture calculations
when the considering the relationship among three or more neighbouring pixels.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the basic idea of GLCM, whereby four co-occurences matrices
are generated for a ∆ of one pixel (one immediate pixel), at four Γ (0o, 45o, 90o and
135o).Therefore, the number of matrices generated depends on the ∆ and Γ value selected.
However, the matrix size depends on number of bins selected to represent the image
intensity. The example shown in Figure 2.4 uses three bins of image intensity [0,1,2].
These matrices are symmetrical where the pairwise relationship are counted in both
opposite directions (eg: 1⇒ 2 and 2⇒ 1 are counted as two difference co-occurences).
To do this, the produced matrix is transposed and added to the original matrix. Thus,
the relationship between pixel i and j is indistiguishable to j and i. Consequently, the
total number of all element i,j in the whole image will become double. Sample as shown
in Figure 2.3, the original GLCM matrix A is transposed into A’, and added to become
matrix B. (
W X
Y Z
)
+
(
W Y
X Z
)
=
(
W +W X +Y
Y +X Z+Z
)
A A′ B
Figure 2.3: Matrices operation to produce symmetrical matrix.
The symmetrical matrices are then normalised by dividing each element in the matrix
with the sum of i,j. Therefore, the matrices will now contain the probabilities of finding
the relationship of i, j in the image. From the generated matrices, texture features can be
computed and the four most widely used GLCM textures are contrast, correlation, energy
and homogeneity.
Contrast measures the intensity difference between a pixels and its neighbour over the
whole image. It shows the sharpness of dark and bright pixels in image and calculated
as (2.2a), thus a constant image (no intensity differences between pixels) would return
0. Whereas, correlation measures the degree of inter-relatedness between a pixel to its
neighbour over the whole image. Values calculated with equation (2.2b) ranges between
-1:1 where -1 means negatively correlated and 1 means positively correlated. Else, it will
return ’Not a Number’ (NaN) for constant image as the standard deviation (σ) of the two
pixels are zero (refer to Equation 2.2b).
Energy on the other hand is the change of pixel value in the image, which is the
absolute difference of grey level value in the whole image as in equation (2.2c). Opposite
to contrast, constant image will have the highest energy. Figure 2.6 demonstrates the
differences of these values between two images with different texture.
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Homogeneity measure the closeness of frequency distribution in GLCM to the GLCM
diagonal as in Equation (2.2d). The closest value is one, which means the value of pixels
are not varying much.
Contrast =∑
i, j
i, j2P(i− j) (2.2a)
Correlation =∑
i, j
(i−µi)( j−µ j)P(i, j)
σiσ j
(2.2b)
Energy =∑
i, j
P(i, j)2 (2.2c)
Homogeneity =∑
i, j
P(i, j)
1+ |i− j| (2.2d)
where N is the number of grey levels in image
Pi, j the element i,j of the normalised matrix
µ is the mean intensity values in the matrix
σ2 is the intensities variance
However, using grey images will eliminate any information that we might need in the
saturation and hue channel. Similar application can be implemented in colour images as
well, known as Multiple Channel Matrix (MCM) [92]. MCM counts the occurrence of
pairwise values across different colour channel, for example red to green or green to blue.
Therefore, for Red, Green and Blue (RGB) or Hue, Saturation and value (HSV) images,
6 matrices could be generated, as illustrated in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.4: Asymmetrical GLCM generated
from sample image.
Figure 2.5: MCM channel pairwise
in RGB images.
One of the implementations of textural features on colon virtual slides was reported
in [40]. 82 textural features including GLCM, optical density (OD) histogram and grey
level-run lengths were extracted for each image. After feature reduction, only energy,
homogeneity, contrast and correlation of GLCM and OD were used to classify dysplas-
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tic tissue with 83% classification accuracy. However, normal colon tissues are different
from normal oesophagus tissue. This work also focuses only on locating dysplasia, not
grading them. In addition, their research was closely supervised where each region is pre-
classified. The tissue texture complexity may be simplified into only two obvious grades;
normal and dysplastic. Thus linear classification rule can be used to locate dysplastic
tissue correctly.
There were also other attempts to use GLCM and MCM texture features in colon tis-
sue. Shuttleworth in [107] managed to classify normal, polyps and tumors in colon tissue
using both, but demonstrated that using MCM can increase the classification result. The
features investigated includes (but not limited to ) entropy, contrast, correlation, homo-
geneity, dissimilarity, angular second moments, energy, horizontal mean, vertical mean,
horizontal variance, vertical variance as well as their standard deviation.
Another application in colon biopsy tissue is reported in [76, 77], where energy, inertia
and homogeneity of the GLCM and morphological features were used. Using the linear
discriminant analysis to reduce number of feature and support vector machine , 70%-
100% classification accuracy achieved, however data samples were small.
GLCM and MCM applied on prostate tissue as reported in [22]; has achieved 80%
AP for Grade 3 and 4 of gleason grading with KNN and Support Vector Machine (SVM).
The GLCM feature used were energy, contrast, homogeneity, inverse difference moment,
entropy, correlation, variance and information measure of correlation. The same features
extracted for MCM, but between six combinations of channels in both RGB and HSV
colour model. However, the grading performed well if both texture measurements were
combined, but failed on their own. In addition, the result can only be achieved if the
overall hue value of training and test set images are similar. Therefore, another attempt to
grade prostate cancer according to Gleason Grading is reported in [57], achieving better
result by implementing texton-based features on SVM and KNN.
The implementation of tissue texture features has also been carried out to analyse
liver disease. Wang et al. reported in [123] that normal and diseased liver tissue can
be differentiated using GLCM features on ultrasonography and computer tomography
(CT) imaging on liver tissue. The GLCm fetures used was pattern, fineness, coarseness,
correlation and dispersion in 4 directions. Susomboon et al. uses 9 Haralick’s features of
GLCM namely entropy, energy, contrast, sum average, variance, correlation, maximum
probability, inverse difference moment and cluster tendency, as reported in [114]. these
featurews were used on tomography images of liver tissue, to quantify the homogeneity
and consistency of soft tissue in liver. Comphuwiset et al. on the on the hand used the
nagular second moment, contrast, correlation, inverse of different moment and entropy
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Figure 2.6: The different texture of epithelial surface compared to lamina region in oe-
sophagus tissue. The four glcm features values are shown in the graphs provided.
as well as smoothness and uniformity of GLCM with statistical measures to locate and
classify nuclei in attempt to detect glands in liver tissue biopsy images.
Implementation of texture feature extraction on breast tissue has also been published
[50, 58, 74, 118]. Early investigation on texture features to classify benign and malignant
tissue of mammogram images of breast in reported in [118] where it is concluded that the
texture features shows significant discriminatory power to differentiate the two classes.
Martins et al. [74], Khuzi et. al [58] and Karahaliou et. al. [50] investigate texture
features on mammogram images as well.
In [74], the GLCM feature was reduced from 13 to 5 (namely contrast, homogeneity,
inverse difference moment, entropy and energy) using feed forward selection method, and
used in Bayesian Neural Network to classify the region to either normal, benign or ma-
lignant. The classifications were binary, and regions of interest were manually selected,
hence a good classification result was achieved. Investigating texture features including
13 of GLCM(angular second moment, entropy, contrast, local homogeneity, correlation,
shade, prominence, variance, sum average, sum entropy, contrast, difference entropy, sum
variance and difference variance) on microcalcification of breast mammogram images, it
is concluded that combination of GLCM and energy measure perform better than first-
order statistics and grey level run length [50]. Khuzi et al. [58] has also demonstrated the
ability of contrast, correlation, energy and homogeneity features of GLCM, to represent
texture of normal and masses region in breast mammogram images.
The implementation of statistical measures in texture features extraction and imple-
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mentation does not stop there. Other research was reported including application in lym-
phoma tissue [105]. In this report, a GLCM was created based on colour neighbourhood
from colour quantized images on each selected region, rather than pixel intensities. Five
GLCM features were selected: homogeneity, energy, contrast, correlation and entropy.
Using a Bayesian classifier, images were classified into low, medium or high lymphoma
and classification result for high grade lymphoma outperformed low and medium grade.
Yinhai Wang et al. [122] used tissue texture from GLCM and statistical moments for
a supervised classification and segmentation of squamous epithelial layer from stroma
and slide background. The segmentation has achieved 94.1% accuracy percentage at 2X,
and 92.1% at 40X magnification, with SVM and pathological rules for error correction.
The GLCM features used were contrast, correlation, angular second moemnt and inverse
difference moment.
Felipe et al. and Kayser et al. in [26, 54] implemented texture features on various
tissues of the human body. Felipe et al. used GLCM, and generate a smoothness mea-
surement across image pixels. Known as gradient descriptors, it is calculated by summing
up the number of occurrences in the GLCM for each |i-j|. The gradient vector was used
as image signature by averaging the values obtained with the different distances for each
direction. Different directions were implemented on each image to make it rotation in-
variant. During the image retrieval algorithm, the input image signature is compared with
the queries images to find their matches. Kayser et al. [54] has also used similar approach
on H&E stained images with different statistical measurement and machine learning tech-
niques. Five features from texture (coarseness, contrast, directionality, line-likeness, reg-
ularity and roughness), object and architecture were used and 95% to 100% accuracy was
achieved for crude classification.
Therefore, we can see extensive implementation of GLCM features, especially the
contrast, correlation, energy and homogeniety in many domains and types of images. The
basic concepts of pixel’s value co-occurrence were retained, but the pixel’s value itself
were varied. Images and the pixel values can be intensity from different bit-depth grey
level, or using colour value from many colour model (RGB, HSV etc), as well as colour
quantized value. Results are mostly significant in capturing image texture.
Grey level difference on the other hand utilises the absolute difference of grey level
value between pairs of pixels, or the differences between average grey level value [125].
256 elements can be computed by taking the absolute differences of all possible pairs of
grey levels distance at angle θ , and counting the frequency. The frequency is normalized
by dividing each element of vector by number of possible pairs. Other statistical mea-
surements generated from the frequencies of grey level difference are the mean, entropy,
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variance and contrast. Mean of grey level difference shows image coarseness, entropy
shows the value of uniformity /complexity of image and variance shows the distribution
of the grey level difference on the image.
Another method manipulating image grey level values in an image is grey level run
length. This method use sets of linearly connected pixels belonging to same grey level
[93]. The length of the run is the number of image points within the run. Therefore,
images with coarse texture tend to have frequent long runs while finer texture dominated
by short runs. Image texture is characterized by the grey level value, length of run (number
of pixels in each run) and the run direction (usually 4, similar to GLCM).
A slightly different manipulation of image grey level values in extracting image tex-
ture features is texton based, where random patches are created across the whole images
and transformed into another representation (usually using mathematical formula on a
pixel’s value) [93]. The representation of patches is used as a filter bank describing cer-
tain textures. Therefore, images are expected to have uniformity of patterns, or low noise
over the texture [72]. In other words, the texton should only be applied within a tex-
ture class. Behrenbruch in [8] has applied a texton based approach on a classification of
mammogram images into Wolfe Parenchymal Patterns [126]. The result is encouraging,
however medical images are usually complex image with high noise or complex pattern.
In addition, random sampling as implemented in the texton model might not find the
relationship between the region and the neighbourhood area.
The implementation of textons has been extended into a Bag of Words (BoW) model,
where the image is treated as a word as in document. The three main steps involved are
feature detection, feature representations and codebook generation [25]. Therefore, col-
lections of image features such as edges, intensities, pixels values and others are detected
on random sampling of patches across the image. Then, these features are represented as
numerical vectors and called feature descriptors.
A good descriptor should have the ability to handle intensity, rotation, scale and affine
variations in the image. These descriptors are then converted into a ‘codeword’ (as anol-
ogy to words in documents), and ‘codebook’ (as analogy to a word dictionary) for the
image. This is carried out by vector quantization, or clustering of descriptors. Thus, each
patch is mapped into a certain codeword based on the feature similarity. Finally the image
is represented by the histogram (or frequency) of the codewords in the image. Based on
this technique, Caicedo et. al manage to characterize the distribution of local features of
skin cancer histology images [13]. However, by taking the histogram of codewords, the
distribution of spatial features in images are ignored.
The difference between bag of words and the texton based approach is the existence
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Figure 2.7: Matrix operation to calculate LBP value
of the codebook (or the dictionary), used as a reference to cluster the patches. Usually,
for one-class texton or feature descriptors problems, a dictionary or codebooks are gen-
erated by unsupervised learning throughout the whole training set [31]. This approach:
generating codebook/dictionary with unsupervised classification, is known as dictionary
learning. The implementation of dictionary learning in medical images has been pub-
lished in 3D medical image denoising [65] and deformable image segmentation [133].
Other works implementing patches to sample texture in a smaller region can be seen in
[132] and [21]. Yu in [132] has created patches of 64×64 pixels on gatrointestinal (GI)
tract histology images, and used Hidden Markov Model to find the correlation among
them. The information was used to characterized digestive organs along the GI. Unlike
Yu Diamond et. al. in [21], they analyze patches of prostate histology images individually
and focus on the image character rather than the relationship between patches.
Another approach to represent image features is Local Binary Patterns (LBP) as
introduced by [89]. With this approach, windows sized 3×3 pixels are moved across
images, to ‘localize the pixel value to its binary neighbours’ with a certain weight factor.
The implementation is as illustrated in Figure 2.7 where Figure 2.7(a) is the original
pixel value and the middle pixels value (denoted with bolded font cell) will be used as
the threshold for creating its binary matrix, Figure 2.7(b). The matrix containing weight
values in Figure 2.7(c) is multiplied with the binary matrix, yielding matrix Figure 2.7(d).
The value of the middle pixel is calculated by summing up the numbers in Figure 2.7(d).
LBP is computationally simple, could be combined with contrast measures and is
not sensitive to the grey scaling. Nevertheless, it might fail to represent types of image
texture where image rotation and direction is worth investigating. Qureshi et al. in [96]
has implemented LBP and wavelet subbands in their research on brain tissue. Principal
Component Analysis (PCA), diffusion map and LDA were used to reduce the feature
dimension and the selected features were sent to a Bayesian Classifier, KNN and SVM
for comparison. Their wavelets features performs well compared to LBP.
Another approach to desribe image texture feature are using patch/blocks/regions in
image. One of the well-known techniques is the Scale Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) [68, 69], where histogram of local position-dependent gradient orientation are
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used as the descriptors. In SIFT, point of interest are computed from the differences be-
tween the adjacent levels in the Gaussian pyramids. The gaussian pyramid is constructed
by repeatingly smoothing and subsampling of the input image. SIFT is invariant to scaling
as local neighbourhood are normalised, and rotation invariant as it uses dominant orien-
tation in the local neighbourhood. SIFT also contrast-invariance when the descriptors are
normalised to unit sum, indirectly making it robust to illumination changes. However,
the implementation of SIFT is best for matching or to locate specific structure from an
image containing many other unwanted objects. The relative position of SIFT features
are assumed to be static between images, thus it is not suitable pathological images.
A few implementations of SIFT on medical images have been reported in [66] for
brain CT image retrieval, and has concluded that SIFT based method performs better
than co-occurrence methods, especially on images with rotation and scaling issues. An-
other application is to improve registration time and complexity of microscopic sequence
image registration [117], while Irshad et. a in [46] impleente SIFT to detect mitosis in
microscopy images.
Histogram of Orientation Gradient (HOG) is another image descriptor closely re-
lated to SIFT. Dalal and Triggs [17] defined an image descriptor from a set of gradient
orientation histograms; the histogram of angles and gradients vectors computed on a uni-
formedly spaced cell(small connected regions). The accuracy were improved by mea-
suring the intensity across a block and use this value to normalise all cells within the
block.Thus, the descriptors are invariant to illumination or shadowing as well. However,
the implementation need a region of interest, and HOG usually implemented with a slid-
ing window over the image.
2.4.2 Spectral feature extraction techniques
The implementation of spectral measurement in measuring medical image texture features
can be exploited in histopathology images as well. It is carried out by transforming the
image domain into another domain with ta ransformation function such as the Fourier
transform or Wavelets.
The F
¯
ourier transform is used to decompose an image into its sine and cosine com-
ponents. The input image are in spatial domain, and the output are in the frequency or
also known as Fourier domain. The basic application is the discreet Fourier transform
where the frequencies are sampled, thus it contains only a set of sample which are just
enough to represent the spatial domain image. The number of frequencies corresponds
to number of pixels in the domain image, and decomposed into sinusoidal components.
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Thus, analysing certain frequencies of the image indirectly gives information regarding
the geometric structure in the spatial domain.
Unlike the Fourier transform, the wavelet transform is based on functions that are
localised in the spatial and frequency domains. These functions (scaling and wavelet
functions) are known as wavelets (small waves). Wavelets fulfill certain self similarity
conditions (refinement condition), which decompose the original signal into different fre-
quency levels, also known as sub-bands [80, 95] and [6]. Wavelets functions measure
local variation of intensity in row, column and diagonal directions of an image matrix(s).
The implementation of wavelet feature extraction has been published for prostate tis-
sue histopahology images. Kourosh and Hamid in [47] attempted to automatically classify
the malignancy level of grade 2,3,4 and 5 of the Gleason Grading System for H&E stained
biopsy tissue. They managed to achieve 97% accuracy using short support, orthoganal-
ity, symmetry and vanishing moment features from multiwavelet feature extraction on
k-nearest neighbour classifier (KNN). However, the feature space is large thus grading
duration is longer and suffers from unnecessary load. Then, using a smaller feature space
with colour based and wavelet transform, the classification reduced to 81% accuracy as
reported by Tabesh et. al in [115].
Gabor filters are a type of wavelet transform. It incorporates gabor functions; which
are sinusoidal plane wave of some frequencies. The frequency, orientation and band-
width are controlled by 4 parameters: gabor operator, orientation, central frequency and
filter orientation [29]. It is sensitive to signal or energy differences, rotation and spa-
tial frequencies, thus correct parameters will result in good segmentation or classification
result. The application of gabor filters in medical imaging are mostly to Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging (MRI), mammogram, CT and ultrascan images because of the nature of
medical images. Applications on a non-medical image texture are plenty, for example in
[30, 72, 104] and [59].
Other research using statistical and spectral measurement in extracting textural fea-
tures is reported in [77], and later implemented for spatial features [78]. Using hyper-
spectral imaging on colon biopsy tissue image, measurement of narrow wave-bands (0.01
micrometers) to wide-bands (0.4-2.4 micrometers) are possible. Using wavelets however,
reveals that overhead occurs easily as too many features could be extracted, thus a feature
selection method is crucial. On the other hand, as many features can be extracted, 2D
bands classification have a comparable performance to 3D bands.
Tabesh et al. also reported in [115] the implementation of spectral measurement of
texture features where wavelet decomposition was extended to different colour channels
and these new wavelet bands are invariant to rotation. The implementation in prostate
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tissue sections, to discriminate stroma, benign and cancer tissue can be found in [102].
Multiple spectral bands from images were extracted and classified with Gaussian Classi-
fier. Similar application but in multiscale image analysis is reported in [124] where the
features were used to describe chromatin texture in grading invasive breast cancer.
Implementation of spectral measurement, but with gabor filters can be found in [84]
to segment myocardial boundaries in MRI images. Each dimension in a gabor filter can
be leveraged to accurately extract the motion of the myocardium. By adjusting the spatial
frequency domain of sinusoidal function in gabor filters, the myocardial boundaries can
be detected and tissue displacement is recovered.
2.5 Tissue architecture analysis
Tissue architecture also known as tissue structure, can be defined collectively [23, 32, 36]
as general organisation or patterns or arrangement with other cells and/or local structures
within a tissue. This includes the spatial relationship with other structures in tissue. Thus,
detecting certain local structures is usually carried out before tissue architecture can be
analysed. As a result, tissue architecture is specific to the tissue biological, cytological
and morphological condition.
Another term which is being used as a feature is topological (also called spatial) fea-
tures. These features involve the compartmentalisation of tissue area, and the arrangement
of local features within or around those compartments. Distance, or space between those
structures (local or boundary of the compartments), arrangement and dispersion of the
structurse is the key for spatial features. This feature has recently becoming a popular
research matter in histopathology image analysis, but it is disease-specific characteristics
[37]. However, due to some similarity of its modelling and algorithm with architectural
features, I group them together in this report.
The implementation also usually needs local structure detection like nuclei, cells,
glandular, fat, blood vessels, lumens and others. Usually, local structure detection and
mathematical formulation were needed to extract tissue architecture features. Quanti-
fied parameters for cytological changes in each local feature are important too as it can
give detailed information on each tissue. However, parameters to be measured are still
unclear. In addition, parameters in local features might be too detailed to represent the
disease symptoms in tissue, thus creating the unnecessary information overflow, pattern
distractions and later, a need for dimension.
There are researchers trying to find the cytological features in a tissue before clas-
sifying it based on the features detected. Some researchers tried to identify and extract
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information from glands [85, 86], nuclei [15, 43, 67, 85, 102, 129], blood vessel [101]
and squamous epithelium [122].
One example of a local structure analysis is automated detection of gland and nuclei
structure from prostate and breast pathology slides which has been reported in [85, 86].
Relevant information relating to tissue at pixel level (first level), relationships between
pixels (second level) and also domain specific information were implemented. A Bayesian
Classifier was used in the first level to generate likelihood of lumen, cytoplasm or nuclei
from the stained tissue. The lumen likelihood and its neighbour was then used as an initial
starting mask to find round objects. Finally, domain specific information (such as specific
arrangement and relationship between histological structures) was used to remove false
positive boundaries, and similar process was applied to detect nuclei in cell.
Boundaries of local structures in tissue were also detected by using an active contour
model; a framework based on utilising an energy function around neighbouring pixels of
the object’s boundary [51]. In this model, the sum of external and internal energy at the
current configuration is minimised by using a gradient based aproach. The model is also
known as the ‘snake algorithm’ as it moves or slides along the contour. to fit the data. The
external energy is at its minimum on the contour boundary, while the internal energy is
minimum when the connected points is generally smooth. This model is robust to noise
in image, but it need a good initial points as well as the shape it supposed to find.
One research work utilising the idea of snake was reported in [43], where research
on stained microscopic oesophageal tissue were conducted to segment the cells using an
improved snake algorithm. In this work, the contour points were restricted to move along
radial directions, to detect the cell nucleus. This is carried out by introducing a growing
energy, replacing the energy minimization used in the traditional method. The growing
energy will attract the snake towards a broader boundary, whereas in the traditional snake
algorithm, initial point should be near the real boundary.
Local struture analysis was also used to segment nuclei in oral cancer and complex
tissue sections, as reported in [67] and [129], respectively. Xiaodong et al. uses marker-
controlled watershed and combine mean shift and a Kalman Filter to segment the nuclei
with 97.6% cell tracking accuracy [129]. Loukas in [67] however uses only PCA to give
the histogram of components. Classifications were carried out using heuristic processing.
Another local structure that researchers are interested in is blood vessels. Comparison
between mean shift method and spectral method for detecting blood vessels was reported
in [101].
Identifying local structures in tissue need specific values to represent them, such as
shape, roundness, compactness, radius, colour and many more. The drawback of this
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approach is lengthy development time and task constraints as many structures may appear
in a tissue. Furthermore the structure varies based on organ or tissue type itself. In
addition, each structure needs their own detection and segmentation algorithm as they
have different characteristics from each other.
The most commonly used model to quantify architectural features are delauney trian-
gulations [23, 55, 60], voronoi tesselations (VT) [23, 36], trees or graphs [23, 36, 37, 60],
as they can efficiently represent spatial data and structural information in images.
Voronoi Tesellations (VT) segments area into blocks by creating medial lines be-
tween points of interest. Therefore it can be used to estimate the boundary, shape and
area belonging to each point, like cells or glands. On the other hand, delauney trian-
gulation connects each point to create triangles with maximum angle for each corner
without any point trapped inside the circumcircle of any triangle. Thus it is more suitable
for space related problem like estimating the crowdness of point of interest.
Unlike VT or delauney triangulation, minimum spanning tree (MST) connects points
based on the weights or distance between each point. The final output of MST is a single
tree with branches showing the lowest cost or total weights from the start point to the
end point.Neighbourhood Graph on the other hand, consist of sets of nodes and edges.
The interrelation between nodes and edges can be observed as the spatial or structural
features. A basic diagram or illustration of delauney triangulation, voronoi tesellation,
tree and graph is shown in Figure 2.8. These modelling diagrams can measure various
structural features such as roundness factor, number of sides, area of polygons, average
distance, distance to neighbouring cells, edge length and many more.
Depending on type of organs, some tissue structure changes drastically on the tissue
surfaces while others do not. For BO, the changes hasvebeen explained at chapter 1.1 as
well as in Table 2.2. Morphological changes affecting tissue surfaces are called ‘border
effect’ [60]. These can be seen clearly in Figure 2.9 where the general profile of the
tissue surfaces for both tissue samples are considered smooth but the surface membrane
has shifted to become curvier and more prominent when dysplasia has reached grade 3.
Therefore, region selection is very important and this is still lacking in tissue architecture
analysis. In addition, [32, 60, 113] and [23] agree that the tissue boundary has a major
impact in tissue architecture analysis.
Some applications of delauney triangulation, VT and graphs in mapping the architec-
ture of tissue or structure in medical image are cited here. Keenan in [55] has reported
work to grade cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CINN) in cervical biopsy slides. In the
attempts, all detected nuclei in epithelial cervical tissue were interconnected using de-
launey triangulation. The delauney triangulation mesh was then used to quantify the tis-
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Figure 2.8: Sample of tissue architecture model
sue architecture with statistical analysis. Using descriminant analysis, 62.3% of the CINN
cases were correctly graded with 0.502 and 0.415 KV for intraobserver and interobserver
agreement respectively. However, this work faced a ‘border effect’ issue, where tissue
regions containing the tissue border gave major impact on the tissue architecture. As a
solution, the epithelial tissue images were digitally captured and carefully selected from
cervical biopsies, thus providing a ‘clean’ region of epithelial layer without the tissue
border for this research.
Another research implementing architecture features is by Landini et al. in [60]. This
is carried out by detecting nuclei with colour deconvolution, and creating a cell boundary
around the nuclei using the watershed transform method. Only cellular area in oral tissue
analysis is mapped. As a result, a network graph from the local cell neighbourhood is
obtained. Classification using descriminant analysis has achieved 67%, 100% and 80%
accuracy in classifying normal, premalignant and malignant tissue. However, this work
also suffers from ‘border effect’, thus images with tissue boundary were removed from
the dataset.
Doyle et al. in [23] has attempted to automatically grade prostate cancer into 4 grades
which are stroma, epithelium, grade 3 and grade 4. The work utilises a variety of fea-
ture analysis including architectural, textural and local structure features. Glands were
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Figure 2.9: Sample of oesophagus tissue with tissue surfaces, basement membrane, ep-
ithelial layer and the lamina propria. (left) Sample of normal tissue with wider epithelial
while (right) is sample of tissue with dysplasia grade 3. Narrower lamina layer and curvier
profile of the basement membrane can be seen.
detected and used as points of interest for mapping the architectural feature using VD,
delauney triangulation, MST and co-adjacency matrix. For textural features, first and
second order statistical model were used together with gabor filters.
Grading was carried out on the basis of binary classification, with SVM. The best
result to grade between grade 3 and grade 4 is (76.9%); using delauney triangulation
features. However, grading between grade 3 and stroma gives the highest accuracy, which
is 92.8% using average edge length of MST as the descriminant feature.
Grading prostate cancer has similar challenge to dysplasia in BO as it also has high
variability of agreement and lack of standardisation. However, there is a known arrange-
ment of structure, which is a group of 6 glands in prostate cell clustered together. Dyspla-
sia in BO does not have such a luxury. In addition, this work also takes only tissue images
without boundary, to avoid the ‘border effect’.
Tissue architecture analysis has also been implemented in breast tissue histology im-
ages. Basavanhally in [7] tried to map the arrangement of lymphocytes in breast tissue.
A Bayesian Classifier and template matching was used to automatically segment lympho-
cytes. Using a manifold learning with graph based features from the detected lymphocytes
nodes, 89.5% accuracy percentage of high grade breast cancer was achieved with SVM.
Luckily, breast tissue histology images do not suffer from border effect.
Geusebroek et al. in [32] has tried to map only cellular areas on rat brain hippocampal
tissue images. This was carried out by finding a correct architecture template from the
images. To achieve this, cells were detected automatically, and connected with K-nearest
graph and euclidean weighted graph. The average length from K-nearest graph gives a
measurement of the tissue pattern scale which is normalized by the average of all distances
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in the graphs. The graph is used as a template to reflect the tissue architecture.
Therefore, the difference between the selected template and the graph was obtained
from the test image to determine a cellular area from the tissue. Geusebroek and the
team managed to extract a flexible pattern of cell structure, but the approach used is only
suitable for fields with regular patterns. In addition, this research also selected images
without tissue boundaries in their study case.
It is anticipated that in tissue with complex morphological features/changes, many
other local features also need to be considered to identify the tissue architecture. These
may include goblet cells, columnar and squamous cell, crypts and ridges as well as glands.
An early attempt to grade dysplasia in BO was reported in [109], which has imple-
mented texture and architecture features. All detected nuclei which were detected au-
tomatically are connected with delauney triangulation for architecture features while the
textural features were extracted from colour histograms. The architecture features and
texture features alone do not provide a good result but combined features however, man-
aged to increase the average classification results to 62.5%.
2.6 Machine learning to enable pathologist-like diagno-
sis.
In the previous subsections, several machine learning algorithms have been mentioned.
Machine learning is an important phase in any artificial intelligence or pattern recognition
system as it enables the computer to change its behaviour according to the data received.
In tissue analysis, parameters that we have extracted in the feature extraction processes,
will be used in a machine learning technique; to enable decision making from the given
features. There are three types of learning; supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised.
2.6.1 Supervised learning
The supervised learning method is the most common machine learning implemented in
medical fields. This approach enables machines to learn data patterns from samples con-
taining data and the correct labels. During the learning process (also known as training),
a supervised learning algorithms will learn to generalize patterns from samples and pro-
duced an inferred function to map the pattern into its label. These inferred functions will
be used as a reference, or ‘knowledge’ for the machine to give a correct output when given
a new set of data.
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Sometimes, reasoning behind each selection or classification are understandable, there-
fore supervised learning is favourable in medical related systems. It can be implemented
not only at the final decision or diagnosis level, but at feature classification level as well.
However, depending on the training input and data size, overfitting may occur.
Overfitting is a condition where an algorithm memorizes patterns instead of learning
and fail to generalise correctly from the traning data [18]. This can happen if the features
provided for training contain a lot of noise, or too many parameters compared to number
of training data provided. Overfitting can cause learning algorithms to produce a rigid in-
ferrance function which is not flexible enough to represent minor fluctuation of parameter
changes.
Bayesian learning is an example of supervised learning. It uses the Bayes rules that
assumes that the probability of elements belonging to any class is governed by a probabil-
ity distribution. Decisions made by reasoning with the probability values and observing
patterns in train data. The probabilities were changed many times throughout the learning
process, and the final probability is used as the weight during the decision making pro-
cess. The basic function used to calculate the probability of an event being in certain class
P(y|x) is shown in Equation 2.3. However, the number of observed events should not be
too small or the probability will be underestimated. Bayesian learning also enables the
incorporation of prior knowledge through probility of each x and y or the certainty factor
for each (or combination of) elements in the class.
P(y|x) = P(x|y)P(y)
P(x)
(2.3)
Gaussian Classifier (GC) is another approach of supervised learning; used when the
probability of the element being in each class was not available. Therefore, a descrimina-
tive approach is needed to model the P(y|x) or P(x|y) directly from samples. GC assumes
that the probabilities are in normal (also known as gaussian )distributions, thus only the
mean µ and the standard deviation σ for each class and numerical attributes are needed.
These values are used in Equation 2.4 to find the probability P(y|x), or presented as ’be-
lief’ value in gaussian classifier. This equation is actually measuring the distance between
elements based on the gaussian distribution model.
f (x) =
1√
2piσ
e
x−µ
2σ2 (2.4)
There is also a supervised learning that can generate classification rules on certain con-
ditions or structures, generally known as decision tree (DT); where each leaf represents
one classification rule. A decision tree will attempt to learn a pattern from the training
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samples that maps from the attributes to the predicted class. A good tree is usually small
as it is more easily understood and is likely to have higher predictive accuracy [94]. It
starts from a root node, which is the rules that applies to others desicive nodes as well.
A divide and conquer tree method uses information gain and gain ratio. For example,
if RF(C j,S) is the function that denote the relative frequency of cases in S that belong to
class C j , the information content (or also known as entropy) that identifies the class for a
case in S is as Equation 2.5.
I(S) =−
t
∑
j=1
RF(C j,S) log(RF(C j,S)) (2.5)
where S is partitioned into S1,S2,S3, ...St . The expected information requirement, G
is then
G(S,B) = I(S)−
t
∑
i=1
|Si|
|S| I(Si) (2.6)
The gain criterion chooses the test B that maximise the gain ratio G(S,B). The gain
ratio P helps avoid overfitting with single, straight-forward cases by taking into account
the potential information from the partition itself, and choose the test that maximize
G(S,B)/P(S,B) among the test with least average gain.This is the proportion of infor-
mation generated by the split P(S,B) as in equation (2.7) that is useful to create split
desicions into nodes for classifications
P(S,B) =−
t
∑
i=1
|Si|
|S| log(
|Si|
|S| ) (2.7)
Advantages of decision trees are the models are easily interpreted, regenerated, robust,
usable in numerical and categorical data and may be incorporated with other machine
learning techniques too. However, it is easily trapped into the overfitting problem as
it works with greedy and recursively splitting algorithm. The prediction result usually
come with high variance and sometimes with low accuracy. Therefore, Random Forest
(RF) are introduced to increase the accuracy.
The random forest is an ensamble classification algorithm that uses DT as it basic
classifier. The first steps is bagging; which is to create a forest of random sampling of
learners which are independently trained on distinct bootstrap samples [10]. Bagging
decreases test error by lowering the prediction variance with squared error loss, while
leaving bias unchanged. The final prediction is the mean or class with maximum votes.
The SVM or Support Vector Machine as define earlier is another example of super-
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vised learning, commonly used in medical field. It is a discriminative classifier to de-
fine an optimum seperating hyperplaces between two classes in training samples. This
is carried out by selecting a minimum number of critical boundary points in each class
(also known as support vectors), and build the separating hyperplane with linear equation
( f (x) = mx+ c) that seperates the support vectors as widely as possible. Figure 2.10
illustrates the optimum hyperlane projected on a linearly separable classes.
Figure 2.10: Optimum hyperlane projected by SVM learning algorithm for linear classi-
fication prblem. The points denoted with (*) is the support vectors, which is the closest
points to the hyperlane.
The SVM has the advange of modelling both linear and non-linearities data, result-
ing in complex mathematical models. The non-linear SVMs introduce a kernel function,
which maps or transform the data points in a non-linear input space into a linear surface
in feature space by function Φ induced by kernal function k as illustrated in Figure 2.11.
The Φ and k are the key that enables the SVMs to find the non-linear decision functions
with controlable complexity. The SVMs may also provide high accuracy percentage as
compared to data mining [73]. However, the reasoning behind its classification is less
understandable in a layman language. This can be a disadvantage in any automated di-
agnosis tool as it is very important to be able to explain clearly diagnostic results. Thus,
SVM is used commonly for comparison or evaluation purposes.
The SVMs are commonly used in medical research for various types of implementa-
tion as in [7, 22, 23, 57, 96, 122] and [107]. Basavanhally et al. in [7] compared the used
of SVMs with unsupervised Varma-Zisserman classification and reveals that SVMs out-
performed the other by 60% to 90%. Doyle et al in [23] managed to get 89.5% accuracy
percentage in grading benign and cancerous cells. In [107], the SVMs were used to dis-
criminate cancer and non-cancerous colon pathology slides while DiFranco in [22] used
it to discriminate grade 3 and 4 of prostate cancer and Yinhai et al. managed to get 92.1%
accuracy in segmenting squamous epithelium from cervical pathology slides [122].
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Figure 2.11: (a), (b), and (c), shows the same two class seperation problem, but in three
different view. Linear seperation in for data points in input space is not possible with
minimum erros (a) but a better seperation is possible with a non-linear surface (b). This
non-linear surface is in-fact a linear seperation line when viewed from the feature space
(c). (Image is curtosy from [81] )
2.6.2 Unsupervised learning
Unsupervised learning simply receives a sequence of inputs without desired output or
rewards [33]. The approach of unsupervised learning is to observes patterns in the given
data and use it to make its own classification or decision.
A commonly used unsupervised learning method is the K-mean classifier, or k-
means clustering. The K-means classifier is a method to group features into k clusters
based on the distance from the features to the cluster centroids. It justifies the grouping
based on minimum distortion value, rather than fitting a probabilistic model. There are
two key features: distance of each element from its cluster centroid, and the crowded-
ness of each cluster. Only parameters without a desired class, the distance functions and
number of clusters are needed to use this classifier.
Another example of unsupervised learning is classifier based on Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA). This classifier tries to find the best linear projection for each class
separately. This is carried out by calculating the principal components of each class and
designing the classifier accordingly during the training phase. The PCA subspace for
each class learnt during the training phase is used as the class templates, and template-
matching method is used for setting up the threshold. The classification of car and non-
car, as reported in [127] was decided according to the distance of the new sample to these
templates. PCA tries to find a new orthogonal coordinate system for features by incorpo-
rating the first few dimensions with the maximum variance of data [48]. The projection of
the data is on the subspaces spanned by these principal components which correspond to
different classes, thus it can learn from multiclass data. This approach is suitable for cases
where the data of different classes are distributed in different style and different direction.
The principal axis line projection represents the strenght of the data energy. Therefore,
the energy distribution information can be viewed from different dimension, and even
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enable user to project or eliminates some of them, which risking some information loss.
Therefore PCA also used as a dimentionality reduction method. However, a good PCA
application will still enable users to reconstruct the original data. The PCA Classifier
results are unique and do not relate to any hypothesis about data probability. Therefore,
prior knowledge cannot be incorporated.
Yiying et al in their paper [130] reported achieving 90% AP by using PCA Classifier
to classify tumor tissues. Other researchers such as reported in [96, 102] and [67] have
also decided to use PCA Classifiers in their work.
2.6.3 Semi-supervised learning
Semi-supervised learning sits between supervised and unsupervised learning, whereby
patterns are learnt from a combination of label and unlabelled training data, which is
independently identically distributed [134]. Its goal is to learn how combining both data
may change the learning behavior, and design an algorithms that represents the learning
behaviour.
A few assumptions have to be considered, which are smoothness, cluster and manifold
assumptions [14]. Smoothness assumptions of supervised learning is to enable general-
izing patterns from a training set but possibly covers the unseen test sets. This is done
by assuming that two close points (x1, x2) should correspond to output (y1, y2). In other
words, this assumptions refers to continuity, but termed as smoothness functions.
Cluster assumption assumed that points in the same cluster are likely to be of the same
class. Depending on data population, the decision boundary for low density data separa-
tion should lie in a low-density region. For high density region, the decision boundary
should cut a cluster into two different classes. Manifold assumption is dealing with ’curse
of dimensionality’ problem in many statistical methods. The facts that number of dimen-
sion causes volume to grows exponentially. Thus, semi-supervised learning assumed that
the high dimensional data lie roughly on a low dimensional manifold. With this assump-
tion, the learning algorithm can still operate in a space of corresponding dimension.
Semi-supervised learning is getting acceptance in many machine learning research
nowaday as it can use readily available unlabelled data to improve supervised learning
tasks, especially when the labelled data are scarce or expensive. The application of semi-
supervised learning in medical image analysis have been published to classify pattern in
MR brain images [28]. In this report, semi-supervised SVM has been used and gives high
accuracy compared to traditional SVM. Another implementation is on high resolution
computed tomography lung images to segment tissues in lung [108]. Combining k-means
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clustering (unsupervised) and knowledge acquisition, existing class can be refined and
gives high classification accuracy, similar to supervised learning.
2.7 Conclusions
The volume of research papers in computer aided diagnosis is very encouraging since
the existence of digital imaging techniques as presented in 2.2 and 2.3. Most established
usage however stops at imaging technology while the diagnosis part is still to be incorpo-
rated into medical practice. Nevertheless, the usage has been used widely in research and
education. Researchers are trying not only the supervised machine learning techniques in
computerized diagnosis, but also unsupervised and semi-supervised learning to achieve
better understanding, as well as making use of all available data.
Grading dysplasia is a well known issue among pathologists, and virtual slide has been
actively researched and used in its education. There are common rules from consultant
pathologists on how to decide a grade for dysplasia, but it is still appreciated that some
rules disagrees with the others. It takes years of experience of diagnosing dysplasia in
BO, to make a pathologist really confident of the grade they are giving, and to score a
very good agreement for their intraobserver variations, as explained in 2.1.
Lack of prior knowledge which could be used as a ‘rule of thumb’ in supervised
machine learning, and also long list of cytological features to observed as in Table 2.2
have motivated us to use texture features in descriminating between grades of dysplasia,
rather than architecture. In addition, the nature of BO virtual slides tissue samples suffer
alot from border effects, as explained in Chapter 2.5.
The ground truth images of BO virtual slides are very ambiguous in the way that in
one virtual slide, we can have many annotated regions with different grades, and in each
annotated region, lower grade of dysplasia may co-exist. A detailed explanation follows
in Chapter 3.
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A long list of cytological features to be observed (or to detected) as in Table 2.2 has
motivated the use of texture features, instead of architectural features to discriminate be-
tween grades of dysplasia. However, as the important features lie in the tissue surface
membrane, avoiding this area might cause major information loss.
In addition, only vague prior knowledge is available, which cannot be used as ae ‘rule
of thumb’. No established map of normal oesophagus tissue texture or architecture is
available. In addition, the ground truth images of BO pathology slides are very ambiguous
in nature, where in one virtual slide we can have many annotated regions with different
grades, and in each annotated region, multiple grades of dysplasia may co-exist, as shown
in Figure 3.1.
Slide 11013 annotated regions
Figure 3.1: Slide 11013 with consensus grading as grade 4 but regions annotated marked
as grade 4, grade 2 and grade 4 respectively.
There are two types of ground truth available for this research. The first is for the
whole virtual slides. It contains the consensus diagnosis of BO for the whole slides,
which naturally contain several biopsies with multiple grades of dysplasia. These sample
38
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tissues are usually tissues that could be normal, or dysplasia with many grades as well as
other abnormalities found. The second type of ground truth is the annotated region of the
virtual slides, showing specific regions with dysplasia and the respective grade, based on
the consultant pathologist’s opinion.
This chapter contains an explanation for both types of our ground truth images, fol-
lowed by the processes that have been carried out for image pre-processing such as tissue
detection and location, artefacts elimination and noise removal. Then, two methods to
create regions from each detected tissue are carried out with experiments, and compared.
Finally, an existing colour normalisation technique is tested on images to help us choose
between processing with greyscale or colour normalised images. This is important as the
final images will be used in the next step: tissue texture analysis
3.1 Ground truth: Whole virtual slides
One hundred and forty-eight H&E stained glass pathology slides of 127 patients from
Leeds General Infirmary were selected by a consultant pathologist, Dr Darren Treanor;
to make sure that each patient has evidence of BO with specialised intestinal metaplasia
in at least one biopsy. These slides were also examined for the staining quality as some
were faded. Where necessary, the original slides were de-cover slipped and re-stained, or
re-cut from the block. Then, all slides were anonymised and given a random number as
identification. The details of glass and virtual slides preparation as well as the pathologist
involved can be found in [119].
These slides were sent to six UK national expert gastrointestinal pathologists for BO
for dysplasia grading, following the categories shown in the far right column in Table
3.1. The grades given by them were independent, and solely based on morphological
appearences of the tissue on a single slide.
For these selected glass slides, the overall interobserver agreement among the six ex-
pert GI pathologist scored for six grades of dysplasia following the Vienna classification
(Table 3.1, the last column) was 57% with 0.41 KV. The grading were re-evaluated with
binary classification in three broader classes, as shown in table 3.1 (the second last col-
umn), and higher agreement was achieved with 0.73 KV for G1, 0.37 KV for G3 and 0.73
KV for G5. The calculation for KV is as explained in Chapter 2.1.
Due to broken or cracked slides or thick cover slip of the glass slides, only 144 slides
were scanned with Aperio T3 using a 40X objective lens to produce virtual slides with
a final resolution of 0.23 microns per pixel. Images are stored in an Aperio server at
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Severity
changes
increase
Modified classifi-
cation(2 groups)
Modified classifi-
cation: 3 groups
Vienna Classification of Dys-
plasia
Non-dysplasia G1 1-Barrett’s only2-Atypia, probably negative for
dysplasia
Dysplasia
G3 3-Atypia, probably positive fordysplasia
4-Low grade dysplasia (LGD)
G5 5-High grade dysplasia (HGD)6-Intramucousal carcinoma
(IMC)
Table 3.1: Range of dysplasia grading, which could be used.
St James’s Hospital, Leeds at: 1. These virtual slides were sent to two UK expert GI
pathologists for dysplasia grading, independently. The experts were asked to annotate or
mark the areas of tissue with prominent signs of dysplasia in each grade. At the end of the
data collection time, diagnoses for only 140 virtual slides of this dataset were available.
Random selection of virtual slides for training and testing data in each grade was
carried out, making sure that no region from the virtual slides test set was included in
the training set in any other phase of modelling or training. Figure 3.2 illustrates the
relationship between annotated images, virtual slides, and the training and test set for
both annotated regions and virtual slides.
As the number of ground truth images for virtual slides and annotated images are
limited for grade 3, we decided to follow the simpler grading suggestion by [56, 83];
which groups together Grade 1 and Grade 2 as G1, Grade 3 and Grade 4 as G3, and
Grade 5 and Grade 6 as G5. This has been approved by our domain expert. Furthermore,
the KV for three grades is higher than for six grades, showing the possibility of shared
criteria between neighbouring grades. The number of available virtual slides according
to the grade distribution, as well as the number of training and test images, is shown in
Table 3.2 below.
1http://slides.virtualpathology.leeds.ac.uk/Research 1/Darren/Barretts/.
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Figure 3.2: Relationship of virtual slides
and annotated region training and test set.
Grade Available Train Test
G1 81 20 5
G3 30 20 5
G5 29 20 5
total 140 60 15
Table 3.2: Available virtual slides, train-
ing and testing set according to grades.
Based on the amount of data for each grade, only 20 training and five test virtual slides
images were used for each grade (G1, G3 and G5). This is to balance the number of data
in each grade because G3 only contains thirty images. For these selected virtual slides, the
interobserver agreement between the two consultant pathologists for six grades was 0.68
KV and increased to 0.77 KV for three grades (both are interpreted as good agreement),
showing that our ground truth has a strong confidence level on each grading.
3.2 Ground truth: Annotated regions
From 140 virtual slides, both of the consultant pathologists marked 438 regions in total, to
show signs of dysplasia in different stages and graded them accordingly. These annotated
regions are at different magnification levels and sizes, while the location mark can be
totally different or partially overlapped as each pathologist has examined and marked
them independently.
Information about the annotated regions was recorded. This includes its virtual slide
ID, region ID, coordinates, grade, comments by pathologist if any, as well as the mag-
nification level used when the annotation were made. Therefore, the region can be re-
extracted.
Oesophagus biopsy samples contain two major regions of oesophagus tissue which
are the epithelium lining and the lamina propria (as in Figure 2.9). Annotated images
as selected regions are very important to show the differences in tissue structure at each
stage of dysplasia.
Each annotated region was examined together with a consultant pathologist (Dr. Dar-
ren Treanor) for technical and contextual quality and 22 images were excluded in the first
filtration phase, as detailed in Table 3.3.
In the second filtration phase, annotated regions containing both the epithelium tis-
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Reason Number
of
region
regionID
Misleading annotation 15 621, 601, 576, 571, 367, 366, 333, 332,
331, 298, 279, 276, 275, 48, 522
Not H&E staining 2 577, 758
Size 0 pixel 1 30
Slide quality (over-
lapped tissue)
2 111, 112
Abnormal staining 1 575
Blurred tissue 2 192, 244
Table 3.3: Excluded annotated regions.
sue and lamina propria are selected as [38, 75, 87] have reported that surface membrane
(the epithelium lining) is an important feature in characterising dysplasia. Then, regions
annotated from the validation set (as shown in Table 5.1) were removed as well. This
is important to ensure that our validation set is valid and is not involved in the training
process. Lastly, numbers of data for each grade were balanced, and as a result, 30 training
and eight validation sets of annotated regions were selected at random.
Annotated images were varied in size but all were greater than 250 pixels in width ×
250 pixels in height, and smaller than 5000 pixels width × 5000 pixels height. All anno-
tated images were reviewed by a consultant pathologist and did not have any significant
identifiable artefacts in them.
3.3 Noise reduction
Virtual slides and annotated images have a similar pre-processing which is artefact elimi-
nation, colour normalisation, boundary detection and region creation. However, they are
processed at different magnification levels.
For virtual slides, images are recalled at thumbnail-sized and converted to a binary
image. This is carried out by retaining pixels with an intensity of zero, while pixels with
other values are replaced by 1, producing only black and white images. Pixels with zero
value are considered as background. Based on eight connected pixels, the connected
pixels were grouped together as objects.
Among these objects, there are artefacts and tissue samples which are not useful for
the diagnosis, as shown in red squares in Figures 3.4(a). These can be some part of tis-
sues which were torn from the main samples, smeared stains, blood or air bubbles trapped
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between the glass and the cover slip. To filter these out, five virtual slides which contain
84 biopsy samples in total were used to set the threshold value in determining the op-
timum candidate tissue size from the detected objects. In the experiment, objects sized
(τ)<100,150,200,250pixels2 were eliminated.The number of false positive objects de-
tected for each τ was recorded as shown in the graph labelled Figure 3.3. τ = 200pixels2
produced the minimum false positive detection rate (9) and therefore it is used as the
threshold value. An example of filtered artefacts from a labelled image is as in Figure
3.4(b). Then, the remaining objects were accepted as candidate tissue and labelled, as in
Figure 3.4(c).
Figure 3.3: Graph plot showing number of detected objects with different values of elim-
inated area (τ).
(a) Original image (b) binary image (c) labelled image
Figure 3.4: Image de-noising process
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3.4 Region creation
Every candidate tissue in the whole virtual slides was divided into regions for further
analysis. The objectives were to analyse individual tissue on a regional level and to learn
the texture based on the ground truth of annotated regions. We tested two approaches to
create the region: the first is automated region creation based on the complexity of the
boundary curvatures, and the second is simple tile creation across the tissue image. These
regions are filtered through a series of threshold values to ensure that they contain tissues
that are big enough to include sufficient dysplastic cells images and its neighbouring areas
3.4.1 Curvature-based regions
Our first approach is based on the fact that normal oesophagus tissues are lined with
stratified squamous epithelium cells. The smooth lining eventually changes to form a
villiform structure when dysplasia becoming more severe, as explained in 1.2 and shown
in Figure 1.1. Therefore, we use the number of high curvature points along the tissue
boundary to measure the complexity.
In order to do this, each candidate tissue is zoomed at 4X magnification in its binary
form and a bounding box for each of them is created using its minimum and maximum
coordinates of axis-x and axis-y. The coordinates of the intersection points between the
candidate tissue and its bounding box, as well as all connected pixels with value ‘1’,
excluding the bounding box itself, are recorded. These recorded coordinates represent the
candidate tissue boundary.
The shape of the tissue’s boundary is analysed to get a general idea of the tissue
condition. Therefore, window sizes (j) [10, 20, 50, 100] were tested to identify the best
representation of the tissue shape. Samples of candidate tissue boundary detected with
eight connected pixels and different values of j is as shown in Figure 3.5.
In this phase, the curvatures of the candidate tissue boundary are used to discriminate
the viliform patterns from the smooth boundary of normal squamous cells. An appro-
priate window size is needed to calculate and identify high curvature points (hcp) along
the tissue boundary without losing too much information. hcp are calculated using the
coordinates of three adjacent points j, as in Equation 3.1.
curvature(rad) =
[1+((dydx)
2]
3
2
|d2ydx2 |
(3.1)
where
d2y
dx2 ≈ ∆m∆x and
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original image j=1 with no frame j=10
j=20 j=50 j=100
Figure 3.5: Image showing the tissue shape representative with different window size j.
j=20 is selected and the pixel along the image bounding box is eliminated.
∆m = ∆y j, j−1∆x j, j−1 −
∆y j+1, j
∆x j+1, j
To change radian into degree:
θ = 180× (acos(rad))pi
There are two stages in identifying hcp. The first stage is to retrieve the whole tissue
at 4X magnification and the hcp is used to identify the tissue regions. Then in the sec-
ond stage, each region is recalled at 10X magnification, and the boundary complexity is
refined again with new hcp.
At the first stage, a series of highly curved points are used to segment tissues into
regions. The curvatures θ between each point of j were calculated to determine the high
curvature points hcp. hcp were defined by the change of θ within a specific range [|θ1,θ2].
The distances between each hcp, ω and the standard deviation ωσ determine the regions
in the tissue, where it starts from j with highest distance ωh to ωh−ωσ . Figure 3.6 (a)
and (b) below illustrates these processes.
Referring to the illustration in Figure 3.6 (a), (a-d) are the points where the tissue
boundary will be segmented, as the distances fall between highest distance ωh to ωh−ωσ .
The first patch is from a to b, then from b to c, from c to d and lastly from d to a.
A brute-force approach, consisting of 1628 experiments with varying values for each
paramenter was carried out to fine-tune the best combination of j, θ1,θ2 and ωt . hcp
detected were compared to a hand-marked images for evaluation. The average precision
and recall resulting from five-fold validation was used to set the threshold values for each
parameter.
At 4X magnification level, it was found that j of 20 pixels best represented the tissue
peaks and crypts and the θ between 30o and 150o was selected as a threshold to define a
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(a)Illustration on tissue boundary. (b) Implementation on tissue.
Figure 3.6: Implementation of region creation.
hcp, with the (ωt) is 200 pixels. This parameter setting produces the minimum average
false positive curves (5.87 per 4091 pixels) in the tissue boundary when compared to
manually marked up peaks. Thus, it has minimised the sensitivity of the curves detection
algorithm as the sensitivity is not needed at this stage and is the reason why false negatives
are counted for decision making.
At 10X magnification, the best average j is 40 and θ between 40o and 160o. A thresh-
old of 30 hcps per 100 pixels along the epithelial layer to class a boundary as ‘complex’,
was established using 40 training patches annotated by a pathologist. Tissues are seg-
mented into regions using the first and last hcp of the boundary classification. The classi-
fication is based on threshold value for the number of high curvature points detected per
100 pixels along the boundary. Classification samples of smooth and complex boundaries
are shown in Figure 3.7, and the results for both stages are simplified in Table 3.4.
zoom j θ1 θ2 threshold Precision Recall
4 20 30o 150o (ωt)=200 93.83% 90.61%
10 40 40o 160o complexity=30 hcp/100pix 81.40% 72.92%
Table 3.4: Parameter setting for complexity measurement.
This method enables automatic region selection to analyse tissue in virtual slides. By
knowing the most likely area of dysplasia (the complex boundary), we can focus on these
regions for the next analysis steps, reducing the time and overhead in region-level analysis
process. However, this method caused a repeating analysis of the same internal tissue area
which affected the whole tissue analysis process. Examples of regions created with this
method are highlighted in Figure 3.8. Therefore, the second approach is applied where
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Figure 3.7: Tissue classification based on hcp thresholding. The first two images from
left are classified as smooth, and the last two are complex.
the tissue is divided into tiles of regions.
region 1 region 2 region 3
Figure 3.8: Tissue regions created based on complex and smooth boundaries from hcp.
Note the overlapping areas of region 1 and 2 in region 3.
3.4.2 Tile-based regions
The second approach is to divide tissues into regions by cutting tissues into tiles of maxi-
mum size between 1800×1800pixels width and height due to software constraints. This
approach is simpler to compute and it does not look at the overall tissue shapes. The
main objective is to include as much tissue content as possible into a region for texture
analysis. Therefore, tissues are retrieved at 40X magnification. This can also overcome
cracked image issues that were caused by incompatible resolutions. At this point, another
level of filtration process is used to ensure only meaningful regions are passed through
the image analysis process.
In order to divide images into tiles, the size of tthe issue’s bounding box is retrieved
first. As texture features rely on pixel values, region creation was carried out based on
the number of pixels in a region. Therefore, the tissue’s width is divided into 1800 pixels
to get the number of columns available for the tissue. A similar process is used for the
tissue’s height, to calculate the number of rows. Then the tiles of the region are indexed or
numbered accordingly for tissue image reconstruction later. The smallest region accepted
is 800 pixels wide × 800 pixels high in order to ensure that we have enough tissues in the
region.
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The grey level values for these candidate regions are stored for artefact elimination.
Based on our experiments, images containing tissues are those where the average grey
level is <0.73 or the entropy is <0.73 or the entropy is >6.3. Wax smears (as shown in
Figure 3.9) can be eliminated using an additional condition where the sum of grey level
histogram between bin 190 to 210 is higher than the overall mean histogram. These values
are sampled from 15 randomly selected artefacts discovered while processing the virtual
slides. Some examples of the succesfully eliminated artefacts are shown in Figure 3.9.
bubble shadow detached
unknown wax waxes
Figure 3.9: Non-tissue artefacts commonly found in virtual pathology slides.
To make sure that we only capture regions containing oesophagus tissue with its ep-
ithelial tissue, only tiles containing both tissue and background values are selected. How-
ever, some controlled value or a threshold value, is needed to control the possibility of
having too few tissue samples (or too much background included) in a region. Additional
criteria are enforced to help select only the meaningful regions. Based on experiments on
these 84 images, regions where the average grey level values are ¿ 0.75 and total white
pixel (background) is ¡ 35% are selected. Figure 3.10 illustrates our second method and
the omitted regions are highlighted.
3.5 Colour Normalisation
Tissues in virtual slides have a variety of staining concentration, thus affecting the colour.
Therefore, colour normalisation as explained in Chapter 2.3 was carried out on a set of
test images to test wheather or not we should use colour or greyscale images. Seven anno-
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Figure 3.10: Second method of region creation, with selected region.
tated images were selected for each grade, including samples of tissue with and without
epithelial membrane. The normalisation model proposed by Magee et al. in [71] is tested
on our images as the code and paper are ready for quick setup.
3.5.1 Normalisation method
Seven annotated images of BO virtual slides were selected based on their colour variations
for testing. These test images varied in size as well, but standardised magnification was
to 20X. The test images in Table 3.5 show variations of colour saturation and size. Each
image is normalised using the code and relevance vector model provided along with [71].
annID 7 55 158 290
image
size(pix) 1908*1984 976*956 5056*4440 7208*5816
annID 427 618 612
image
size(pix) 724*716 7328*5800 1834*1734
Table 3.5: Images used to test combinations of different normalisation techniques with
different colour classifier models.
Magee et al. in their paper [71] evaluated five colour normalisation methods which
map images into their target image either with pixel class or stain-specific colour decon-
volution representation as explained as below:
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• Reinhard
Reinhard et al. present a linear colour transformation in an lαβ colour space [98].
In this model, the colour distribution of an image is transformed to match the colour
distribution of its target image. Thus, the means and standard deviations of each
channel in both images are the same. The transformation, as shown in Equation 3.2
is applied at each pixel where classes are assigned based on the largest probability.
However, this method is better performed on well segmented classes of pixels (e.g.
sea, beach etc.) and might not work well on a blended image like H&E stained
virtual slides.
lmapped =
loriginal− l¯original
lˆoriginal
lˆtarget + l¯target (3.2a)
αmapped =
αoriginal− α¯original
αˆoriginal
αˆtarget + α¯target (3.2b)
βmapped =
βoriginal− β¯original
βˆoriginal
βˆtarget + β¯target (3.2c)
where l¯, α¯ and β¯ are the channel means and lˆ, αˆ and βˆ are the channels standard
deviations over all pixels in the image.
• VB Reinhard Hard
This approach is suggested by Reinhard himself where pixel class should be known
prior to the transformation. Thus, Magee et. al. in [71] used a probabilistic prior
and a Variational-Bayesian Gaussian Mixture model to estimate the colour of pixels
belonging to hematoxylin, eosin stains or the background.
• VB Reinhard Weighted
This is a further extension of the previous VB ReinhardHard, where the colour
estimation, standard deviation and transform calculation are weighted.
• CDV Linear
This model uses a linear transformation model on RGB channel and sees that each
channel matches with the mean and standard deviation respectively.
• CDV Multimodal
This approach uses two component 1D Gaussian mixture models in each RGB
channel to separate background pixels and foreground.
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In the first three normalisation methods, ten relevance vector models that came with
the code were tested on our images to classify the colour. Furthermore, the images were
normalised with the RgbHist and NormReinhard method. The normalised images were
saved and used to evaluate the normalisation performance and finally to select the combi-
nation of colour normalisation techniques and the classifier model suitable for our domain.
3.5.2 Result and conclusions
Referring to Table A.1 shows that not all normalisation techniques work well on all im-
ages, and yet some may still work with a different colour classifier vector model. The
output of the colour normalisation with a different vector model are shown in Table A.2
and A.3. Experiments also reveal that images with sizes greater than 7000 pixels will not
be able to proceed with all of the normalisation algorithm.
The results on a test set of images are shown as Appendix A.1. The colour normalised
images, as in Tables A.2 and A.2, are observed particularly at the contrast between the
background and tissue, similarity of image saturation and the impact of image sizes to
colour normalisation techniques. The observations are as below:
• Reinhard
Images with darker nuclei become brighter with white background, but images with
more background become too saturated and therefore the backgrounds which are
supposed to be white change to slightly dark pink compared to the rest of the other
normalisation techniques. This is caused by unassigned pixel classes in images so it
is not feasible for H&E virtual slides images. Furthermore , the mean and standard
deviation for each channel in the whole image are not a good representation for this
kind of image as the colours are directly related to stain-specific saturation to show
different kinds of protein.
• VB Reinhard Hard
Normalised images seem pinkish as well but images produced generally have a sim-
ilar appearance. This is caused by the poor segmentation between the background
and the cytoplasm which is coloured pink in the images.
• VB Reinhard Weighted
All normalised images have a slightly pinkish background, but the colour classifier
that performs better than the rest would be liver2 and no barretts.
• CDV Linear
Images produced with this normalisation technique have even colour distributions
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and similar appearance. The backgrounds are not changed and the colour satura-
tions are normalised. However, the Normbimodal method has failed to normalised
images which are more than 5000 pixel wide or/and high as well. Therefore, we
have to reselect our ground truth images for smaller regions, making sure that our
region selection module uses this threshold value as well if colour normalisation is
to be implemented.
• CDV Multimodal
Normalised images produced by this colour normalisation technique produce un-
even output, where some output images are too bright and other are too saturated.
Therefore, we do not implement this technique in our future work as we need im-
ages with a similar appearance for better colour deconvolution results.
Thus, CDV Linear colour normalisation technique by [71] gives better results on our
images compared to the VB Reinhard (original, hard and weighted) as well as obviously
the CDV Multimodel. We also found that image size plays a major role in the normali-
sation process with these relevance vector models as Magee et al. [71] uses 1000×1000
pixels in 40X magnification in their experiments, but our images are varied in size and
compressed to 20X. The relevance vector model colour classifier also helps to provide
a better colour normalised image without compromising the image contrast and back-
ground.
To test the robustness of Normbimodal normalisation technique further, an additional
40 annotated images sized <5000× 5000 pixels with an epithelial layer of grade 1 and
5 were used. This time, all images were processed but the normalised images for some
colour classifiers simply went blank or reddish, as summarised in Table 3.6.
rvm classifier image blank/black image red
liver4a all -
liver3p1 13(3016*3880) -
liver4p2 13(3016*3880), 40(2792*2436), 55(976*956),
56(2052*1820), 101(1484*1086), 262(3408*2124),
627(1592*1186)
350(1954*1166)
liver3p2 56(2052*1820) -
liver4p3 - 350(1954*1166)
Table 3.6: Normalisation failure in additional images
However, it took around a week to normalise 40 images with the CDV Linear (HE,
liver 1, liver2, liver4p1 and no barretts colour classifier model) with a significant number
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of failure cases, as shown in Table 3.7. From the normalisation process, only normalisa-
tion images from two colour classifier models (liver 2 and no barretts) are acceptable for
our images, but risk failure of normalising the colour for large images. Due to image size
and time constraints, we proceed with the image analysis without colour normalisation
and use grey level images to reduce the impact of colour variations.
rvm classifier image id image size
liver1
214 4840*4480
500 4608*4656
liver2 - -
liver4p1 500 4608*4656
HE
214 4840*4480
500 4608*4656
no barretts - -
Table 3.7: Bimodal normalisation failures on ground truth images
3.6 Conclusions
This research relies on two types of ground truth image: whole virtual pathology slides
and the annotated regions marked and graded by domain experts. Although we have
many images available, we can only make use of 75 virtual slides with [60:15] ratio for
[train:test] images and [90:24] for annotated regions. This is mainly because the ground
truths for dysplasia with grade 3 and grade 4 are limited. A balanced number of data for
each grade is selected to avoid over-fitting, as explained in Chapter 2.6.1.
General pre-processing techniques, as explained previously in Chapter 2.3 were car-
ried out on our training dataset. Noise removal processes and initial experiments were
carried out to find the best way to create regions of tissue from virtual slides. We have
found out that creating tiles of regions sized 1800 pixels wide × 1800 pixels high at 40X
magnification across a tissue provides better images without significant loss of texture
information.
Finally, we have run a quick experiment on colour normalisation techniques for our
images to decide whether we should consider colour or just greyscale images in further
processes. The effects, as in Chapter 3.5, show that it makes matters better when the
colour normalisation works, but sometimes it does not work and this detracts from the
overall performance. Furthermore, huge data size and the time taken for normalisation
has contributed to the decision to use greyscaled images for tissue texture analysis, which
will be explained later in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4
Annotated Region Tissue Analysis
The next step after image preparation and region creation is to extract textural features
from each region. Generally, the processes involved are illustrated in Figure 4.1 where
the bottom layer contains regions that we have prepared, as explained in the previous
chapter.
Figure 4.1: Region for texture extraction from annotated regions
This chapter contains the methods and experiments that we have carried out to ex-
tract textural features from the regions. Regions were processed with two parallel feature
extraction processes: (i) at the epithelial membrane layer and (ii) the whole tissue in re-
gions. The epithelial layer analysis focuses on extracting texture features of the surface
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membrane. This includes experiments to investigate the significance of epithelial layer
texture features in grading dysplasia, as pathologists always associate changes of cells in
BO with the tissues on the surface or the epithelial layer (discussed in Chapter 2.1).
The whole tissue texture is analysed at 2 levels: the pixel-level and the cluster-level
where the tissue image is transformed into another representation while preserving its
spatial information. Patches were created across the region and GLCM features were
extracted. Many brute-force experiments were carried out to find the best parameter set-
tings as well as to select features. These features were used to clusters patches based
on their texture similarities using non-supervised clustering. Then, the spatial features of
the regions based on the clusters arrangements were used to grade regions, following the
modified Vienna Classification of Dysplasia, as shown in Table 3.1.
Lastly, classification models using selected features from both epithelial layer and the
whole tissue are investigated for implementation in the next process: whole virtual slides
grading in Chapter 5.
4.1 Epithelial layer texture analysis
As [38, 75, 87] have reported that the epithelium layer is an important area to be examined
by pathologists in characterizing dysplasia, we decided to include this in our research.
Formulating the hypothesis:
H0: Texture features in the epithelial layer contain information to classify
dysplasia and non-dysplasia.
H1: Texture features in the epithelial are not enough to classify dysplasia and
non-dysplasia.
In order to prove the hypothesis, we selected 40 annotated regions containing the ep-
ithelial layer, where 20 annotated regions were non-dysplasia (G1 and G2), versus 20
annotated regions which were dysplastic (G3, G4, G5 and G6). To extract only the tex-
ture of the epithelial layer, the tissue surface (presumably the epithelial layer) has to be
detected and differentiated against the muscularis mucosa.
However, there are two options to choose the baseline for the patches creation: (i)
the nuclei lining or (ii) the region boundary detected with grey level thresholding and
connected components (as discussed in Chapter 3 previously). Figure 4.2 shows the two
different baselines accordingly. A mechanism to create patches along these baselines is
used to extract texture at the pixel level. Each patch is clustered based on the texture fea-
ture similarities and the cluster arrangement in each region is used to grade the dysplasia.
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(a) line following nuclei lining (b) line following tissue boudary
Figure 4.2: Two different baselines to choose as a reference point in creating patches.
4.1.1 Reference point selection
To extract the epithelial tissue layer, two approaches were tested. The first uses the same
method to detect the boundary as discussed in Chapter 3. Each annotated region is con-
verted into a greyscale image and binarised. In this binary image, pixels with value ‘0’
are considered as background. Then, each pixel is scanned from the top left corner of the
image to the bottom right corner, with a horizontal scanning movement. The first detected
pixels with value ‘1’ will be the starting point for the boundary detection.
From the starting point, coordinates for each connected pixel in eight neighbourhood
directions and adjacent to a ‘0’ pixel are recorded as a candidate boundary. Therefore, in
each annotated region, we will have a set of lines which will end at the bounding box, but
might start anywhere in the annotated regions. Thus, we exclude five pixels around the
image to ensure that the bounding box is not included as the region boundary.
Furthermore, there are also be cases where part of the lines are detected twice but
counted as a different set, as in Figure 4.3 a1. Therefore, only unique coordinates are
retained, except for the start and end points. The start and end point for each line are
compared, and if they share the same coordinate, the two lines are linked together as one.
Then if this new line is the longest set of connected pixels, it will be accepted as the
boundary, as shown in Figure 4.3 a2.The number of connected coordinates for each line,
as well as the straight line distance between the start and end pixels, are also recorded.
The algorithm to choose the reference line from the connected component is repeated for
each annotated region.
The longest set of connected pixels is selected as a default for the reference line and
marked with black. However, there are cases where the longest line might not be the ep-
ithelial layer, but the musculoris mucosa (as shown in Figure 4.3 b1) or the torn-off tissues
at the epithelium (as in Figure 4.3 c1). These areas do not represent the correct behaviour
of a dysplastic tissue, and become the longest detected pixels due to the complexity of
the surface. In order to overcome this, we use the straight line distance between the start
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reason missing starting
pixel
longest is not
boundary
complex structure
from torn-off tissue
miss-detection
a1 b1 c1
correct
a2 b2 c2
Figure 4.3: Sample of mis-detected boundary and the corrected output.
point and the end points for the second, third or fourth suggestion of tissue boundary for
manual verification. Then the accepted boundary will be marked with green as in Figure
4.3 b2 and 4.3 c2.
Even though this method can detect tissue surfaces, it leaves out peaks and crypts in a
very complex tissue structure or closed curved boundaries, risking some information loss.
The second reference point is the nuclei lining along the tissue boundary. Referring
to the cytological changes discussed in Chapter 2, the location of nuclei in the columnar
cell on the surface epithelium moves from the bottom middle to the top of the cells, but
remains perpendicular to the basement membrane except for IMC. The thickness of the
epithelial cells is highly affected by dysplastic conditions. Therefore, these reference
points are believed to be better because we can still capture the epithelial layer, regardless
of the cell’s thickness.
To use the nuclei lining, we applied an optical density matrix in colour deconvolution
for Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E), using the optical density matrix suggested by Ruifrok
in [103]. By applying this, a clear image with enhanced nuclei or cytoplasm is obtained,
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making it easy to analyse the features. The image boundary is projected after the morpho-
logical operation is applied on the deconvolved image, as shown in Figure 4.4. It shows
the original annotated regions stained in H&E (a), nuclei lining (b and c) and cytoplasm
(d and e); before and after the morphological changes are applied.
Figure 4.4: Colour deconvolution process to detect nuclei boundary as a reference point
to create patches.
Morphological operations such as opening and closing are used to bridge every dis-
connected nucleus. Then skeleton and thinning methods are used to create a smooth line
representing the nuclei lining in a tissue. This method is good at picking up crypts and
peaks in complex boundary structures. However, the lines produced for highly stratified
regions are too detailed, making it unsuitable for patch creation. On the other hand, no
boundary lines are detected for normal and indefinite dysplasia tissue as the nuclei are not
connected. It was therefore not considered not appropriate for an automated approach.
For experimental purposes, we use a hand-marked mask on the tissue by following
the nuclei lining as closely as we can. Sample images of the original region, the detected
epithelial layer based on tissue boundary (first method) and based on the nuclei lining
(second method), as well as the hand-drawn mask (for comparison) are shown in Figure
4.5.
In Figure 4.5, we can see clearly that the first method managed to detect the correct
tissue boundary, except for the last image. The failure is justified by the condition of
the image, which is cropped on the tissue boundary but not affecting the nuclei lining.
The second method fails to detect the boundary for the third and fourth annotated regions
because the nuclei are interconnected. However, the detected boundary for the first image
contains many false negative lines as the detected nuclei are large and crowded. However,
an acceptable boundary was generated for the second image, thus it will be used in further
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Original anno-
tated regions
tissue boundary nuclei lining hand-drawn mask
(nuclei)
Figure 4.5: Sample annotated regions with three different boundaries.
processing.
4.1.2 Patch creation
To extract features of the surface membrane, annotated regions are analysed at 40X, 20X
and 10X magnifications. When tissue boundaries are curvy, so are the epithelial cells
along the surface. Therefore, to investigate the effect of a cell’s rotations on patch tex-
ture at pixel-level, rotated and un-rotated patches were created at each magnification as
illustrated in Figure 4.6.
Based on the detected boundary as a reference line, coordinates for every jth pixel
are used as ‘a sliding window’ to create patches (P) along the boundary. The slope be-
tween two successive j pixels (δ ) was calculated and coordinates for generating patch
P1,P2, ...,Pz were projected, where z is the number of patches. Different patch height
(R=50, 100, 150 and 200 pixels) were used to extract the most useful sub-images for the
next step.
Two directions of patches were evaluated, which are (i) perpendicular to the δ , and
(ii) perpendicular to the normal surface. For (i), patches are rotated based on the tissue
direction to retain the spatial correlation of the tissue surface. This is carried out by
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processing two successive points ( jn, jn+1) on the boundary coordinates as detected in
Chapter 4.1.1.
As shown in Algorithm 1, different patch sizes (R) were tested. The ‘R’ is used to
calculate new coordinates on both sides of the perpendicular line (of the normal surface or
the δ ),(R′j,R′j+1,R
′′
j ,R
′′
j+1) as in Figure 4.6. Then, the entropy value along points Rto R
′
j
and R to R′j+1 are compared to ensure that patches are created on a tissue, not background.
a b
Figure 4.6: (a) shows the creation of rotated patches along the detected epithelial layer
while (b) shows the un-rotated patches. R represent the height and θ represents the angle
for rotation.
The given algorithm will produce a line of patches along the reference line. The new
patches will mostly contain the epithelial layer and are then ready for texture feature
extraction processes. Samples of rotated and un-rotated patches with several R values are
shown in Figure 4.7.
R 100 150 200
Rotated
patches
Un-rotated
patches
Figure 4.7: Figure showing the rotated and un-rotated patches with different R, created
with the algorithm shown.
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Algorithm 1: Patch creation along tissue boundary.
Data: i=100, R=[100, 150, 200], num=coordinate
Result: Patches along reference line
forall the annotatedregions do
j← 1, r← 1
while j← 1tolenght(num) do
coordinate selection
repm(r,1)← num( j,1), repm(r,2)← num( j,2)
r← r+1, j← r ∗ i
end
for j← 2tolenght(repm) do
h← j+1
R j(x)← repm( j,1), R j(y)← repm( j,2)
R j+1(x)← repm(h,1), R j+1(y)← repm(h,2)
for unrotated patches and rotated patches with slope (δ ) =0;
R′j← [R1x,R1y−R], R′j+1← [R2x,R1y−R]
R′′j ← [R1x,R1y+R], R′′j+1← [R2x,R1y+R]
end
for rotated patches only, calculate the δ
δ ← slope between (R j,R j+1)
if δ = ∞ then
R′j← [R1x−R,R1y], R′j+1← [R2x−R,R1y]
R′′j ← [R1x+R,R1y], R′′j+1← [R2x+R,R1y]
else if ∞ <δ >0 then
formulate transformation coordinate
pslope = real(−1/δ )
theta = real(atanh(pslope))
yslide = sin(δ )∗R
xslide = cos(δ )∗R
R′j← [R jx− xlide,R jy− yslide]
R′j+1← [R( j+1)x− xslide,R( j+1)y− yslide]
R′′j ← [R jx+ xslide,R jy+ yslide]
R′′j+1← [R( j+1)x+ xslide,R( j+1)y+ yslide]
calculate entropy
if entropy(R′j,R′j+1) <entropy(R
′′
j ,R
′′
j+1) then
patch← (R j,R j+1,R′j,R′j+1)
else
patch← (R1,R2,R′′j ,R′′j+1)
end
end
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4.1.3 Feature extraction
For feature extraction, these patches are then converted into greyscaled images for pixel-
level texture feature extraction processes. Four GLCM features namely contrast, corre-
lation, energy and homogeneity in four directions (as explained in Chapter 2.4.1) were
calculated to represent the patches texture.
There are many parameters to fine-tune in order to get the optimum features set rep-
resenting our image. These include the patch height (R), patch width (pz) , zoom level,
number of cluster to use (k), feature set to use and feature directions as well as offsets or
neighbouring distance for GLCM (n).
From the output of Algorithm 1, the first observation to choose the patch height (R) is
carried out. The patches should ideally cover the whole epithelial layer and not include
the lamina region. From the output images (in Table B.1 and Table B.2 in appendix B),
R = 150 is selected as it produced the closest desired output, which is the epithelial layer
only.
Next, the GLCM texture features (correlation, energy, homogeneity and contrast) were
extracted from each patch. These patches are clustered based on the texture similarity.
Using k-means clustering, we group these patches into several clusters automatically. The
unsupervised clustering used Squared Euclidean Distance with several values of (k= 5,7)
for evaluation purposes. Some samples of the clustered patches on annotated regions in
10X magnification with different k and R are shown in collection of annotated regions
figured with rotated patches; Table B.1 and un-rotated patches; Table B.2.
The GLCM features of these patches were used to grade annotated regions into G1 or
G5 with pz = 100 and 150. In this experiment, 14 images for dysplasia G1 and another
14 for dysplasia G6 were used. As we can see from Figure 4.8, the result from pz = 150
is more consistent with three GLCM features giving >50% AP, regardless of the number
of clusters, k.
The effect of zoom-level and neighbouring distance (n) were further investigated us-
ing the same features as above. Therefore, patches were created on 10X and 20X mag-
nification level, and the n tested were [2,4,6,8,10]. The results are presented in Table 4.1
showing that grading performance for k = 5 is more reliable as the AP across a different
number of n does not vary much, either at the same zoom level, or different zoom level. If
k = 7 is used, the AP performance fluctuates across different values of n, as well as a big
classification difference between zoom = 10X and 20X. Based on the AP achieved and
the mean squared errors (MSE), zoom 10X is selected with n = 4.
Then, in order to test if patches provide direction invariant features, 17 patches with
pz=100*100 were selected and rotated to 90o,180o and 270o, producing 108 patches.
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Figure 4.8: Grading annotated regions into G1 and G5 using different set of GLCM fea-
tures, k and pz.
GLCM features in four directions were extracted from all these patches with n=10, pro-
ducing 160 features (setA). SetB is the average of the GLCM features over four directions,
producing 40 features, SetC is GLCM features only on the major directions (40 features)
and last is SetD, which is the GLCM features over each direction (16 features).
Ten fold cross validation was used to see the similarity of these patches using DT and
RF, and compared to a 70% split training-text to see the reliability and robustness of the
result. As shown in Figure 4.9, features setB and setC are more rotational invariant as the
texture features are averaged out over all four directions, compared with setC which uses
only the major direction.
The DT used is the C4.5 algorithm (also known as J48) with confidence factor of 0.25
and the minimum number of objects in each leaf is two. The RF built up to 100 trees with
a maximum depth of ten.
Figure 4.9: Graphs showing the AP and KV achieved with different sets of features, to
test the effect of rotation for patches.
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k=5 k=7
aaaaaaa
n
zoom 10 20 10 20
10
AP 75.0 71.5 85.7 67.9
MSE 6.25 7.14 3.5 8.03
8
AP 78.6 78.6 82.1 67.9
MSE 4.65 5.23 4.4 8.03
6
AP 78.6 78.6 60.7 85.7
MSE 4.94 4.36 9.8 3.5
4
AP 82.1 78.6 64.3 57.1
MSE 4.47 5.36 8.9 10.7
2
AP 78.6 71.4 71.4 67.9
MSE 5.35 7.14 7.14 8.03
Table 4.1: Validation result on values of n,k and zoom level to grade annotated regions
into G1 or G6 using texture of tissue boundary.
Three textural features extracted from rotated and un-rotated patches along the epithe-
lial layer from both reference lines were evaluated to determine which one gives more in-
formation. The first texture is from the co-occurrency of clusters in one direction (0o with
two neighbouring patches) along the reference line. The second is the cluster frequency
and the third is LBP features. The LBP features were included, to see if rotated and un-
rotated patches have a similar performance with direction invariant texture features. All
these features are used to grade annotated regions into dysplasia or non-dysplasia with 20
images for each class. The results are shown in Table 4.2.
Reference line Input features SVM DT RF
tis
su
e b
ou
nd
ary cluster co-occurence
rotated patches 75.0% 75.0% 75.0%
unrotated patches 82.1% 75.0% 75.5%
Bags of words
rotated patches 55.0% 60.0% 62.5%
unrotated patches 72.5% 67.5% 80.5%
local binary pattern unrotated patches 55.0% 55.0% 60.0%
nu
cle
i li
nin
g cluster co-occurence
rotated patches 47.5% 50.0% 32.0%
unrotated patches 52.5% 42.5% 62.5%
Bags of words
rotated patches 47.5% 42.5% 62.5%
unrotated patches 47.5% 47.5% 40.0%
local binary pattern unrotated patches 33.2% 37.0% 40.0%
Table 4.2: Average result with 10-fold cross validation for comparison of rotated and
un-rotated patches with pz = 150.
Referring to Table 4.2, we can conclude that texture features extracted from the un-
rotated patches along tissue boundary reference line give better classification result. The
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result also showed that the texture features from cluster co-occurrence performed better
than the frequency of clusters (bags-of-words) and the LBP. Cluster co-occurrence fea-
tures represent the spatial arrangement between different kind of tissue texture within a
tissue while frequency of cluster only considers which clusters dominate the tissue as a
whole. LBP, on the other hand did not perform well as the features are too many com-
pared to the patch size, thus overfitting might have occurred (refer to detailed explanation
in Chapter 2.4.1 regarding bag-of-word and LBP, and Chapter 2.6.1 for overfitting).
To test which reference line is better for representing the epithelial layer, the features
selected were further tested with train-test and k-fold cross validation techniques. Table
4.3 shows the classification results using the SVM on features obtained from the patches.
The SVM uses Radial Basis Function as the kernel with σ = 1 and smoothness function
is set to 1n , where n is the number of features used (depending on which input feature
was selected (refer to Table 4.2)). From Table 4.3 we can see that setting patches along
the tissue boundary detected from the connected component approach gives 83.5% AP,
a much better result compared to the nuclei lining which is only 65.0% AP from colour
deconvolution.
Reference line train-test (AP) 10-fold (AP) 8-fold (AP) 6-fold (AP)
Nuclei lining 65.0% 47.5% 45.0% 55.0%
Tissue bound-
ary
83.5% 82.5% 82.0% 80.0%
Detail result True positive True negative False positive False negative
40 18 15 4 3
Table 4.3: Comparison of grading annotated regions into dysplasia and non-dysplasia
between tissue texture along nuclei lining and along tissue boundary with k = 5.
The four false positive results were from mistakenly detected boundaries where the
longest boundary is the lamina or torn-off tissue, rather than the epithelial layer itself.
The same table shows the false negative annotated regions, where the regions are graded
with a higher grade of dysplasia because of the complexity of the detected boundary is not
the epithelial layer. The epithelial layer is not curvy any more as the nuclei are already
large and had arranged themselves at the surface of the cells.
4.1.4 Results and discussion
We have tested combinations of necessary parameter settings, in an attempt to come out
with a model for epithelial layer texture extraction. The results shown in Table 4.4 are the
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top AP that we can get out of all the possible parameter combinations. It summarises all
values for parameters used, as well as the selected value based on our experiments.
Parameter tested value selected value
number of cluster
k
3,4,5,6,7,8 5
patch height R 50,100,150,200 150
patch width pz 50,100,150 100
Neighboring
pixel(glcm) n
2,4,6,8,10 4
zoom 10X,20X 10X
reference line nuclei lining, tissue boundary tissue boundary
patches rotated, unrotated unrotated
Table 4.4: Parameters tested and selected values for epithelial layer analysis.
The parameters used for feature extraction are very important as they directly influ-
ence the grading output. Using the selected parameters, we managed to make use of
the information on the tissue boundary, which is important in reviewing pathology slides
[38, 75, 87]. This finding has contributed to the thesis as it solves the ’border effect’ that
has been an issue for some of the previous works [23, 32, 55, 60, 112].
We managed to get 82.5% AP to classify annotated regions into dysplasia or non-
dysplasia. Therefore, we accept the Ho hypothesis that texture features on the epithelial
layer can be used to classify dysplastic and non-dysplastic region.
4.2 Tissue texture analysis
BO and dysplasia cannot be determined only by a single cell, certain type of nuclei or
by the existence of other local tissue structures as we have discussed in detail in Chap-
ter 1.1 and Table 2.2 with all the clinical references. It is identified with relation to the
surrounding tissue structure and therefore, a fine-grained texture or pixel based classifica-
tion will fail. In order to capture the general textural features from the images, three main
steps were carried out in every annotated image. The first step includes patch creation and
clustering; to extract texture features of each patch and label them by clustering based on
texture similarities. The second step is to generate a representation of the texture of the
whole tissue using the patch labels and the final step is to classify dysplastic images using
these generalised texture features. This is illustrated in Figure 4.10.
Tiles of partly overlapped patches sized 50×50, 100×100, 150×150 and 200×200
pixels were created across the whole annotated regions. GLCM matrix features in all four
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Figure 4.10: Texture features extraction steps from the lamina propria.
directions were calculated, producing 160 features for each patch. These features are used
to cluster patches into an optimal number of clusters, enough to generalise patterns in the
annotation images.
However, we found out from our experiments that many patches, especially from G5,
have no pixel correlation value (NaN). Referring to our discussion at page 16 and 17
of this thesis, correlation is NaN when the images are homogeneous (all values are the
same). Referring to Equation 2.2b, the standard deviation (σ) of the two pixels is zero.
Any number divided by zero will produce ‘NaN’ and that is the reason for the ‘NaN’
value in our correlation features here.
Therefore, we tested two conditions for this research. The first experiment (EXP1) is
to cluster patches with all GLCM features (contrast, correlation, energy and homogeneity)
with all no correlation values (NaN) changed to a very small positive correlation value
(0.0001) to enable clustering. The second experiment (EXP2) is to cluster patches from
image GLCM features without the correlation feature.
In order to get the optimum texture features, combinations of parameters for setting
the zoom level, patch size, neighbouring size, number of clusters and variable texture
features were fine-tuned. This includes varying the number of neighbours n between
five and fifteen, and number of clusters k between three and eight, adding up to 800
experiments at each zoom level.
The best clustering achieved based on the distance between the cluster centroids was
obtained when k=5, n=10 and pz= 100pixel width× 100pixel height at 20X magnification.
A very good clustering output was achieved when every patch was clustered to either C1,
C2, C3, C4 or C5 based on the similarity of their GLCM features. Thus, we use the cluster
centroids as our clustering model to cluster the test-set of annotated region dataset.
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Referring to Figure 4.11, we can see that C1 contains patches with ‘picket-fencing’
texture, C2 contains texture where half is transparent tissue, and the other is nuclei. C3
contains patches with a coarse or high-grained looking texture, C4 contains images with
rough-looking texture and C5 are blank patches which probably are the annotated regions’
background.
Clusters sample images
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
Figure 4.11: Sample of clustered patches with pz=100*100, zoom=20X and n=10 from
EXP1.
Further experiments were carried out to grade dysplasia with a decision tree into dys-
lasia grades G1, G3 and G5 (refer to Table 3.1 for definitions) using frequency of clusters
(also known as the bag-of-words method). Test results are shown in Table 4.5, show-
ing that grading into three grades produced low classification accuracy (66.7% AP). The
confusion matrix shows that frequency of clusters can be used to grade G5 as there is
only one mis-grading case, but not for G1 or (especially) G3. This suggests that fre-
quency of certain textures in tissue is not enough to differentiate between grades, and
spatial information might be useful. Secondly, the grading could be improved with binary
classification.
Features best result Confusion matrix
G1 G3 G5
Frequency 66.7% G1 5 2 1
of clusters KV=0.17 G3 2 3 3
G5 0 1 7
Table 4.5: Grading CCI with decision tree into G1, G3 and G5. Current agreement be-
tween pathologist is 0.24KV.
To investigate the effects of clusters on certain grades of dysplasia, a simple experi-
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ments using binary classification was carried out using the frequency of clusters to grade
dysplasia using an SVM. Based on the results in Table 4.6, C4 is an important cluster to
differentiate between IMC and non-IMC as they give the highest accuracy compared to
the other grades. The texture of cluster C3 is significant in differentiating between HGD
and IMC while cluster C5 is between dysplasia and non-dysplasia. However, this is only
a preliminary experiments. Detailed experiments with parameters will be discussed later
in this chapter.
Grades k value Average AP Average KV Cluster
HGD vs IMC 3,5,6,7 69.27 0.39 C3
IMC vs Non 3,5,6,7 81.06 0.37 C4
Dysplasia vs non
dysplasia
3,5,6,7 64.20 0.24 C5
Table 4.6: Significant clusters of textures to classify certain grade.
Therefore, clusters are significant in grading dysplasia in annotated regions as it rep-
resents similar tissue texture. These clusters were then used to map the texture and spatial
features between different types of tissue texture within the same annotated regions.
4.2.1 Cluster co-occurrence images
Cluster model as in Figure 4.11 was used to clustered together, patches with similar tex-
tures. Any new patches that are far from the existing centroids will be assigned to C6,
the unknown cluster. Then, clusters are re-assigned to their original location in annotated
images to create their Cluster Co-occurrence Images (CCI).
A CCI is generated by representing every patch with a pixel of the patch’s clustes
value. Therefore, the general texture and spatial pattern of each annotated image is pre-
served and the size is downscaled. Different from texton- based or bag-of-words ap-
proaches, the CCI is used to produce another level of textural and spatial features in the
form of an image, rather than only a histogram of clusters. To enable visual examina-
tion of the relationship and the similarity of the generated CCI image with the original
annotated regions, patches are assigned colour according to its cluster.
Figure 4.12 shows sample of CCI both from EXP1 and EXP2 with k=5 and pz=
100×100 at 20X magnification. Patches were created across the whole annotated regions
(as the original images in Figure 4.12) and GLCM features for EXP1 and EXP2 were
extracted for each one of them. These features were combined with other patches from all
other images, and used to cluster them into five clusters of patches. Patches in each cluster
were represented by the same colour, thus different patches from different clusters will
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have different colour. These coloured patches were re-assigned to their original location
at the respective annotated image, thus the CCI images as in Figure 4.12 EXP1 CCI and
EXP2 CCI.
These two experiments produced a significantly different image. For example, EXP2
CCI of the first image in Figure 4.12 shows more colour variation of tissue clusters in the
tissue area, and better detection of crypts compared to EXP1 CCI. More sample of CCI
generated from different value of k, or at different zoom level are shown as Appendix C,
Figure C.1 and Table C.1.
Figure 4.12: CCI generated from EXP1 and EXP2. We can see the difference between
images produced from both experiments.
The CCIs should represent the original image structure, and the clusters are enough
to differentiate each patch texture. From Figure 4.12, we can see a direct translation of
the texture and spatial relationship within the CCI as in the annotated region itself. In
addition, the CCIs are much smaller than the annotated regions as each pixel actually
represent the GLCM texture features of a patch; which is actually 100×100 pixels.
4.2.2 The Cluster Co-occurrence Matrices
In order to investigate the possibility of having patterns of cluster arrangement in any par-
ticular grade of the same regions, the relationship between clusters was extracted. Thus,
a Cluster-coded Co-occurrency Matrix (CCM) was extracted from each CCI. As GLCM
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counts the co-occurrency of pixels value and the relationship between pixels, the CCM
counts the co-occurrence of cluster types, as well as the relationship between them. The
set of seven CCM features as listed in Table 4.7 were extracted from EXP1 and EXP2.
Set name Explanation
A1 full ccm features (contrast, correlation, energy and homo-
geneity)
A2 average of CCM over all four direction
A3 average of CCM over each direction
A4 CCM features without correlation
A5 average of A4 over all four direction
A6 average of A4 over each direction
A7 frequency of clusters in each CCI
Table 4.7: CCM textural features derived from CCI.
However, before the CCM features were extracted, the largest group of neighbouring
C4 were deleted from the co-occurrence matrix, as to remove the image background. C6
which is the unknown clusters are also deleted.
Initial testing on the value of n and zoom level is carried out with a SVM, to grade
annotated regions into G1 and G6. The result is shown in Table 4.8, where the highest
APs achieved came from zoom 20X with n=4. Value of k=5 is following the clustering
model, but with additional C6 as unknown cluster.
aaaaaaa
n
zoom 10 20 40
10 67.4 62.8 68.6
8 77.9 60.5 60.5
6 84.9 76.7 60.0
4 84.9 97.9 69.8
2 77.9 74.4 66.3
Table 4.8: AP for testing results on values of n, k and zoom level to grade annotated
regions into G1 or G6 using CCM features.
Then, using a brute-force approach, experiments to test the grading result using all
possible combinations of parameter settings was carried out. One reason is to see the
CCM features’ ability to grade dysplasia into several classes using DT and RF, and the
result is shown in Table 4.9.
As shown in Table 4.9, classifying regions into five different grades using level of
texture features alone did not provide satisfactory results. However, the result improves
when the number of classes is reduced to three and two classes. The results also depend
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on the grades of dysplasia used. This is in line with interobserver variations research in
[27, 91, 97].
No of
classes
Cases
Classifier
Literature
review
DT RF
AP KV AP KV
5 G1 vs G2 vs G4 vs G5
vs G6
31.13 0.14 28.2 0.1 0.25-0.27
[56]
3 G1+G2 vs G4 vs
G5+G6
47.41 0.21 44.44 0.17 0.24 [119]
2 G5 vs G6 71.47 0.42 74.13 0.47 0.42 [119]
2 G6 vs G1+G2+G4+G5 79.53 0.41 81.47 0.37 *
2 G1+G2 vs G4+G5+G6 72.40 0.38 67.00 0.31 0.33 [56]
2 G4 vs G5 62.05 0.24 63.27 0.26 *
2 G4 vs G1+G2 72.4 0.38 63.27 0.24 <50%
2 G4 vs G1+G2+G5+G6 69.73 0.09 72.67 0.03 72% [119]
2 G5 vs G1+G2+G4+G6 78.60 0.00 75.27 0.14 *
Table 4.9: Comparison of classification between Decision Tree and Random Forest
achieved at 20X. (* not found in literature)
The AP obtained to classify five classes on average is only 31.1%. When reduced to
three classes, the result increased to 47.4% on average. Then, the number of classes is
further reduced to two, the AP achieved has dramatically increased. This is especially
between two grades which are just next to each other.
Poor results were obtained in distinguishing texture between LGD and non-LGD, as
well as between HGD and non-HGD. This is because both LGD and HGD are in the
middle of the transition process from non- dysplasia to becoming IMC. The texture of
these two grades is believed to have a combination of classes from either side of them in
the transition process, thus differentiating them alone from the whole grading is not quite
fair.
The results achieved have proved that tissue changes across few grades of dysplasia
in BO can be measured using only texture features. This is because the KV achieved in
diagnosing certain grades is equal or higher than the KV achieved by the pathologists
themselves.
The CCM standard features and the frequency of clusters were used to grade dysplasia
in each CCI with SVM with variety of k values to be tested. The classification results for
the whole regions CCM texture features and the cluster frequencies are shown in Table
4.10. Both features were classified by the SVM, and for comparison purposes, a BDT and
RF classifier were also used. The best classification result is obtained from CCM features
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on SVM using our centroids as a clustering model, but with an additional C6: unknown
cluster.
Features correlation k SVM BDT RF
CC
M
excluded
7 75.0% 75.0% 75.0%
6 82.5% 75.0% 77.5%
5 70.0% 67.5% 80.0%
Nan=0.0001
7 55.0% 60.0% 62.5%
6 72.5% 67.5% 80.0%
5 67.5% 57.5% 72.5%
clu
ste
r f
req
ue
nc
y excluded
7 55.0% 75.0% 68.0%
6 55.0% 72.5% 75.0%
5 55.0% 75.0% 77.5%
Nan=0.0001
7 52.5% 77.5% 85.0%
6 50.0% 75.0% 70.0%
5 55.0% 77.5% 75.0%
Table 4.10: Grading AP with pz=100*100 on different values of k.
4.2.3 Result
Based on many experiments that have been carried out, we have managed to use a clus-
tering model to cluster all our patches based on texture similarities. The parameter values
tested, are shown in Table 4.11.
level parameter tested values selected value
pixel-level
k 5,6,7 5
pz 50, 100, 150, 200 100
n 5 to 15 10
zoom 10X, 20X 20X
patch-level n 10, 8, 6, 4, 2 4
Table 4.11: Tested and selected value for parameter setting for whole annotated region
texture analysis
All seven sets of CCM features, as detailed in Table 4.7 from EXP1 and EXP2 were
used to train the BDT, specifically to grade each image which is G1 or not-G1(Tree-G1),
G3 or not-G3 (Tree-G3) and G5 or not-G5 (Tree-G5). Ten fold cross validation was used
to validate the robustness of the features extracted and a validation set consisting of 24
unseen annotated images is used to test the performance of the decision tree models.
The grading results were compared to the ground truth; which is the grade given by
the consultant pathologist when they create the annotated regions. Two values were used
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to measure classification performance; the AP and the KV. KV is used by pathologists to
assess the degree of interobserver variation in pathology; where <0.21, 0.21-0.40, 0.41-
0.60, 0.61-0.80, and>0.80 are commonly accepted interpretations of poor, fair, moderate,
good and very good agreement respectively.
Patch features EXP1 EXP2
Grade G1 G3 G5 G1 G3 G5
Features A1 A4 A1 A7 A3 A6
AP 75.0 75.0 [72.0] 81.3 87.5 75.0 [72.0] 75.0
KV 0.5 [0.33] 0.5 0.63 [0.6] 0.75 [0.33] 0.5 0.5 [0.6]
confusion 7 1 6 2 6 2 8 0 4 4 7 1
matrix 3 5 2 6 1 7 2 6 0 8 3 5
precision 0.88 0.75 0.75 1.00 0.50 0.88
recall 0.7 0.75 0.86 0.80 1.0 0.70
Table 4.12: Test result for CCM features selection from EXP1 and EXP2.
Figure 4.13: Comparison of binary tree grading result between different sets of textures
in EXP1 and EXP2.
The best grading result achieved from our test data using EXP1 and EXP2 with BDT
is shown in Table 4.12, and the reliability and robustness of our CCM texture features to
grade dysplasia are shown in Figure 4.13. In this figure, the highest KV achieved from all
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trees is represented by the green diamond marker while pathologist agreement KV were
shown as the green line. The magenta diamond represents the highest AP achieved, to
compare with current AP achievement (the magenta line).
Feature selection as shown in Figure 4.13 and Table 4.12, shows that grading G1 and
not-G1 is the easiest case where the pool of grading results from all feature sets, both
from EXP1 and EXP2 outperformed the existing agreement score where the highest KV
achieved is 0.75 compared to 0.27 as reported in [56].
Grading G3 however, again demonstrated that this grade has the fuzziest texture, being
in between BO with no dysplasia (G1) and BO with severe dysplasia (G5). Figure 4.13
shows that all set of features from both EXP1 and EXP2 has low performance in grading
G3, compared to the existing agreement by pathologists. However, one of the trees with
the highest performance shows that CCM feature set A4 of EXP1 and CCM feature set
A3 of EXP2 achieved 75% AP, slightly better compared to 72% AP achieved by the
pathologists.
The pixel level correlation value appears to be an indicator for G5. This can be con-
cluded by comparing grading results from EXP1 and EXP2. EXP1 contains correlation
features at pixel level whereas EXP2 does not. Feature set A1-A3 in both experiments
contains the correlation feature between clusters while feature set A4-A6 does not. Gen-
erally results from features of EXP2 show consistently good accuracy compared to those
of EXP1, showing that correlation feature at pixel-level significantly reduces the grading
performance. However, the highest agreement scored from EXP2 is low compared to
EXP1.
To evaluate the features sets, the best features selected was used to build and train a
decision tree. A validation data set consisting of 24 unseen annotated images is used to
validate the performance of the decision tree models, and the features respectively.
For candidate features from EXP1, feature A1 to grade G1 shows an inversely propor-
tionate result with the number of test data. On the other hand, grading results for both G3
and G5 suggest features A4, A1 and A2 as grading features. The decision tree built with
each failed to achieve any agreement with the validation data set.
EXP2 on the other hand gives a consistently good grading result both in validation
and test data, thus EXP2 features will be used for the rest of this research. The feature
validation test suggests that A7 may be used to generalise texture features for G1 and G5
while A2 may be used for G3.
Table 4.13 shows both validation and test results from Tree-G1, Tree-G3 and Tree-
G5 with the selected features. Tree-G1 is the BDT to grade G1 and non-G1, Tree-G3
is the BDT for G3 and non-G3 while Tree-G5 is for grade G5 and non-G5 respectively.
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These BDTs were selected as a grading model and shown as Figure D.1, D.2 and D.3 in
Appendix D.
Evaluation criteria
Tree-G1 (A7) Tree-G3 (A2) Tree-G5 (A7)
validation 10-fold validation 10-fold validation 10-fold
AP 79.2 75.0 79.2 79.0 75.0 70.8
KV 0.54 0.49 0.58 0.56 0.49 0.39
recall 0.67 0.8 0.62 0.62 0.58 0.55
precision 0.75 0.88 1 0.88 0.88 0.75
Table 4.13: Grading performance of the selected CCM features to grade dysplasia in
regions into G1, G3 or G5.
Tree-G1 (as shown as Figure D.1), were using feature set A1 of EXP2, ()that is without
correlation feature at pixel-level). The root node of Tree-G1 model starts by comparing
the number of cluster C5 in each CCI against the threshold value. As we have removed
the biggest group of connected clusters C5 from CCI, the remaining might be a blank area
in the tissue itself. Then the number of clusters C1 are used, three times in the decision
tree. So, cluster C5 and cluster C1 are an important texture for G1. The number of cluster
C3 and C2 only appear in one rule each.
BDT model Tree-G3 built with feature set A4 of EXP1 (as shown as Figure D.2), are
CCM features with correlation at both pixel and cluster level. However, the correlation
in cluster level has been pruned, leaving only contrast and homogeneity value, but at
different directions. The root starts with the contrast feature at 135o to decide if a CCI is
not-G3. Then the decisions rules use contrast again, at 0o and 135o; and homogeneity at
45o and 135o direction to further decide between G3 and not-G3. The repeating usage of
contrast value between texture types at 135o shows that it is important to mark a G3 in
CCI.
The selected model for tree-G5 (as shown as Figure D.3) uses feature set A1 from
EXP1, which means the CCM features extracted from for this model came from CCIs with
the enforced correlation (NaN=0.0001) at pixel level. The correlations between clusters at
region level are also included. As we can see from the tree, all CCM features (at different
directions) are included in the decisions rules, except for the energy. The root starts with
correlation at 45o and the tree is balanced on the left and right side, showing that there is
no one straightforward rule to decide a G5.
To evaluate the BDT models built for each grade, the same feature is tested for grading
using a SVM and RF with WEKA [39]. The best setting has been applied is with 100 trees
with 10 initial seeds for RF. As for SVM, the best setting was using Sequential Minimal
Optimization for separating hyperplanes and the kernel function is Gaussian Radial Basis
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with sigma = 1. The smoothness value is 1n , where n is the number of features used
(depending on which feature set was selected). The evaluation was carried out using the
10-fold cross validation and the grading result from the test data is shown in Table 4.14.
Machine
learning
Grade EXP AP(%) KV precision recall
SV
M
G1 EXP2 A7 50.0 0.0 0.375 0.500
G3 EXP1 A4 50.0 0.00 0.875 0.500
G5 EXP1 A1 62.5 0.25 0.750 0.600
RF
G1 EXP2 A7 81.0 0.63 0.625 1.000
G3 EXP1 A4 68.8 0.38 0.750 0.667
G5 EXP1 A1 75.0 0.50 0.625 0.833
BD
T
G1 EXP2 A7 87.5 0.75 1.000 0.8000
G3 EXP1 A4 75.0 0.50 0.750 0.750
G5 EXP1 A1 81.25 0.63 0.750 0.857
Table 4.14: The grading performance of CCM features on a validation data with SVM,
RF and BDT
From these three machine learning methods, it is obvious that SVM failed to differ-
entiate G1 and G3. However, the result from RF closely follows the results from BDT
where it consistently gives a good grading result for G1, G3 and G5 with lower recall and
precision values. This is expected as the nature of both learning algorithms is very similar.
It also means that cues for grading regions of BO virtual slides can be easily understood
in human language as set of rules.
4.2.4 Discussion
We have managed to grade regions of dysplasia into G1, G3 and G5 at average of 77.8 AP
with 0.54 KV interobserver agreement with expert GI pathologists. This is significantly
better, compared to the latest report on clinical assessment of dysplasia in [56] which is
0.27 KV by six expert GI pathologists.
The results support our hypothesis; that grading dysplasia requires the ability to gen-
eralise the distributions of different tissue textures in a region. This is demonstrated by
the similarity of the CCI to its original annotated image. The produced CCI images have
replaced all texture features on a pixel-based level into cluster-levels, but the spatial de-
pendency remains.
Another interesting pattern that we can understand from the CCI is regarding the cor-
relation features for G5. Initially, correlation features at pixel-level for G5 mainly pro-
duced ‘NaN’ value which means that there is no correlation between pixels (as explained
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earlier in Chapter 4.2), thus we explore more with EXP1 and EXP2 to see if correlation
feature can be used to identify G5. EXP1 contains the enforced small positive correlation
at the pixel-level where all ‘Nan’ values were replaced with 0.0001 as explained in 4.2.
The best feature set are the full CCM features which contains the contrast, correla-
tion, energy and homogeneity between clusters. Thus, it has proven that correlation at
pixel level can be a good indicator for grade G5 as six out of seven CCM feature sets
from EXP2 consistently return good classification performance in both test and validation
data. Grading performance from features of EXP1 generally perform poorly with average
classification is below the current agreement. Therefore, we can conclude that correlation
features between pixels for G5 is not a significant feature (or is very subtle), but became
stronger between clusters (type of tissue textures).
4.3 Spatial feature analysis
In an attempt to understand if clusters of texture have a significant relationship with the
surface membrane, the distance of clusters from the epithelial layer is calculated.
Based on the frequency histogram, three bins of distances were identified; surface
(tissue closest to tissue boundary), middle (tissue in lamina propria) and deep (furthest
from epithelial tissue, deeper lamina propria and may include muscularis mucosa). These
layers were created according to the distance of patches with the nearest tissues boundary
where the surface is <200 pixels, middle is between 200 pixels and 500 pixels and deep
for patches which are >500 pixels away from the epithelial layer.
As we have five clusters in CCI, the total number of these features is 15, where each
cluster is divided into three groups, near (n), middle(m) and deep (d). Thus, we will have
C1n,C1m,C1d, ...,C5n,C5m,C5d . In addition, the frequency of each cluster in these three
layers is calculated and used as another feature to support dysplasia grading. DT is used
and the result is compared to RF and SVM.
4.3.1 Results and conclusions
The above mentioned features are used to grade dysplasia using CCI, to test if it contains
any pattern of dysplastic tissue. The average result from ten-fold validation, to grade CCI
into G1, G3 and G5 is 49 AP with 0.2 KV; only slightly better than the CCM features
(47.41% with 0.21 KV as in Table 4.9). Therefore, we apply BDT approach on these
features, to grade each CCI into G1 or not-G1, G3 or not-G3 and G5 or not-G5. The best
result of the ten-fold validation are as in Table 4.15.
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Machine
learning
Grade EXP AP(%) KV precision recall
SV
M
G1 EXP2 56.3 0.12 0.5 0.63
G3 EXP1 50.0 -0.16 0.88 0.58
G5 EXP1 37.5 -0.33 0.13 0.25
RF
G1 EXP2 56.3 0.12 0.50 0.57
G3 EXP1 56.3 0.12 0.63 0.56
G5 EXP1 56.3 0.03 0.5 0.57
BD
T
G1 EXP2 75.0 0.50 0.75 0.75
G3 EXP1 68.8 0.37 0.75 0.67
G5 EXP1 68.8 0.37 0.63 0.72
Table 4.15: The gading performance of spatial features with SVM, RF and BDT
The best grading came from the BDT, as shown in Table 4.15, which has clearly
outperformed RF and SVM. Referring to the result in Chapter 4.2.4, clusters used for this
feature for grade G1 are from EXP2 while grade G3 and grade G5 are from EXP1.
The BDT built from spatial features to grade G1 are shown as appendix D.4. Note that
the root node starts with number of C5m level (which means cluster C5 in middle distance
from the tissue surface), while the tree-G1 model from texture features also starts with
cluster C5. BDT for grading G3 with spatial features are shown as appendix D.5 while
BDT for grade G5 is as D.6. The root node for the BDT-G3 starts with a number of cluster
C1d (which located far from the epithelial layer). This tree is not balanced, similar with
the tree-G3 model built from texture feature.
Texture features of the whole annotated regions were also investigated and reported
in Chapter 4.2. Best parameter settings at the pixel level was clustering patches into
5 clusters, with patches sizes 100pixels × 100pixels across annotated regions at 20X,
with GLCM in four directions among ten neighbouring pixels. The CCM features on
the patch level were calculated for 4 neighbouring clusters in all four directions. Binary
classification were carried out using BDT and the best feature for grading G1 was the
frequency of clusters from EXP2 (without correlation at both pixels and patch level).
G3 classification was best using the contrast, energy and homogeneity among clusters
in CCI of EXP1 (without correlation features at patch-level) while G5 was best classified
with the contrast, correlation, energy and homogeneity among clusters in the CCI images
of EXP1 as well. Initially, we reported that annotated regions with grade G5 has return
many ‘NaN’ values for its correlation features in pixels-level. The result shows that the
correlation features at pixel-level are worth investigating as it can be an indicator for grade
G5 of annotated regions.
Then, the spatial features of clusters, in relation to the epithelial layer were carried
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out as well. Texture features selected are similar with the previous steps, and the grading
result is much higher with the BDT, compared to SVM and RF. The BDT classification
models from both the whole tissue and spatial features were selected to be implemented
in the whole virtual slides grading; in the next chapter.
4.4 Conclusions
Grading dysplasia in BO is tricky as there are many common features shared in the se-
ries of changes from Barrett?s with no dysplasia, to Barrett?s with severe dysplasia. The
experiments to investigate the significance of epithelial layer texture features have been
reported in Chapter 4.1. The result suggested that we accept the Ho using the tissue
boundary as the reference line. Co-occurrence clusters of patches in one direction (0o)
at 10X magnification along the tissue boundary give the best result (82.5% AP) to dif-
ferentiate between dysplasia and non-dysplasia regions. Patches were of size 100pixels
width × 150pixels height perpendicular to the normal surface. This knowledge could be
applied prior to grading the regions created, shown in the next chapter It could filter out
filter out non-dysplastic regions from further processes thus, potentially saving time and
computational burdens.
This chapter has demonstrated that our approach of creating matrices based on clus-
tered patch co-occurrence has the ability to differentiate tissue textures that co-exist in the
same region. Compared to the original GLCM, CCM works on higher image magnifica-
tion and enables the measurement of the spatial arrangement of tissue types. This can be
used to grade dysplasia in BO.
Another advancement of the existing method is in solving the ’border effect’. Instead
of leaving tissues around their epithelial layers off the tissue analysis process, patches
were taken from the border automatically. The location of some tissue structures with
reference to the epithelial layer also contains important patterns to enable region analysis
and grading with machine learning techniques. The result achieved by investigating tex-
tural features in epithelial and lamina separately in annotated regions has reached better
consensus than that achieved by existing pathologists.
Most importantly, our novel contributions towards pathologist society is that we have
demonstrated that morphological changes in BO dysplastic tissue can be measured and it
maybe possible to standardise the grading itself. The grading rules from the BDT could
be used to explain the reasoning behind each decision as each cluster represents a certain
texture.
The next steps of this research is to embed the region creation method as discussed
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in Chapter 3, as well as the BDT grading models validated in this chapter, to grade the
whole virtual slides. A suitable decision support mechanism which considers the grading
decision as well as the supportive evidence will be applied to achieve consensus grading
for the whole virtual pathology slide analysis.
Chapter 5
Diagnosing whole virtual slides
In the previous chapters, our modelling was based on regions of tissue, which was only
portions of tissues, while the tissue itself is only a portion of the whole virtual slide. Thus,
the images content, memory size and variability are much smaller than the whole virtual
slides. In this chapter, however, these models are implemented on whole virtual slides,
which have multiple numbers of tissues and indirectly multiply the number of regions.
Applying the models that we have developed and trained on a graded annotated region
is more challenging as we are implementing them on a larger scale. This is because the
processing time and cost, as well as the number of tissues, regions, patches and grades
along with noises and artefacts will be multiplied. Furthermore, the challenge to achieve
a consensus agreement on grading dysplasia will increase as well. To understand this, the
standard procedures to grade dysplasia for pathology glass slides is revised. As discussed
in Chapter 1.1, BO pathology slides contain several pieces of tissue which are examined
by the pathologist(s). Some of them are annotated and graded but usually grades are
varied between G1 to G4 or between G3 to G6. As a standard procedure, pathologists have
to take every annotated region into account before deciding the final grade of dysplasia
for the whole pathology glass slide. Naturally, having more regions graded in a whole
virtual slide will multiply the grades contradiction and confusion.
Referring to the processes in Figure 5.1, this chapter encapsulates our works in Chap-
ter 3 as virtual slide dis-integration modules. Specifically, we integrate the implementa-
tion of tissue detection, noise removal (as presented in 3.2 and 3.3) and region creations
and selection from tissue detected (as in 3.4) on the whole virtual pathology slides. Then,
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feature extractions and clustering in the epithelial layer, and lamina as well as the spatial
information will be carried out according to the parameters selected in chapter 4; on each
of the regions selected. Then, the regions will be graded with the BDT models selected
previously (in chapter 4).
The feature selection, clustering as well as the grading carried out will then be imple-
mented as the input to a virtual slide re-integration processes. Then, finding the consensus
grading for each of the virtual slide according to grades suggested on each regions is the
main challenge to be discussed, investigated and acted upon, in this chapter.
The contribution of this chapter lays in combining the images and grades of each
region into their respective slides, as well as the method to achieve consensus grading
between all the BDT models for each region. A consensus grade among the BDTs will
be formulated to grade the whole virtual slides as either dysplasia with grade G1[0,1],
G3[0,1] or G5[0,1].
Figure 5.1: Processs involved in grading a virtual slide.
5.1 Virtual slides preparation
Referring to Chapter 3.1, Table 3.2, 60 whole virtual slides were used as a training set,
where annotated regions in each of them were used for training on validation of tissue
texture clustering and region grading. Another 15 whole virtual slides consisting of five
for G1, five for G3 and another five for G5 were set aside for testing purposes.
These virtual slides have been viewed by two expert pathologists, and the same re-
viewer has independently reviewed the corresponding glass slides as well. As detailed
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in Table 5.1,the diagnosis between two experts on glass slides has managed to achieve a
very good agreement. But the virtual slides diagnosis achieve only 80% agreement with
three cases concluded with ’no consensus’ (NC): slide ID 11063, 10857 and 11054. One
other case was diagnosed as 1 grade lower than the glass diagnosis: slide ID 10790. All
four cases were originally grade G3 (glass slide diagnosis), which is the most fuzzy grade
between the three grades. However, we will compare our suggested final grading for the
virtual slides with the pathologist grading on the glass slides.
slideID virtual diagnosis glass diagnosis
expertA expertB consensus expertA expertB consensus
13348 5 6 G5 5 6 G5
11040 1 1 G1 1 1 G1
13154 5 6 G5 5 6 G5
11063 3 2 NC 4 3 G3
10586 1 1 G1 1 1 G1
13083 5 6 G5 5 6 G5
10857 1 3 NC 4 3 G3
11014 1 1 G1 2 1 G1
10790 2 1 G1 4 3 G3
10829 1 1 G1 1 1 G1
11035 1 1 G1 1 1 G1
13303 5 6 G5 5 6 G5
11054 3 1 NC 4 3 G3
13239 6 6 G5 6 6 G5
11013 4 4 G3 4 4 G3
Table 5.1: List of virtual slides test data with the consensus achieved for glass and virtual
slides diagnosis.
5.2 Tissue and region selection
Implementing tissue detection and noise removal as explained in Chapter 3 has given us
3051 regions for further analysis. These regions came from 242 pieces of tissues detected
and selected automatically from these 15 virtual slides.
Regions with the average grey level of <0.73 or the entropy <6.3 as suggested by
experiments in Chapter 3 is accepted as candidates tissue. In addition, wax smears were
eliminated by excluding regions where the sum of grey level histogram between bin 190
and 210 is higher than the overall mean histogram.
To ensure only regions containing epithelial layer go to the next process, regions
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around the bounding box of the detected pieces of tissue will be selected (as shown in
Figure 3.10). Then, the last additional criteria is to choose regions with average grey level
value >0.75 and total white pixels (background) is <35% of the whole region. All these
threshold values for filtering purposes has been explained in detail in Chapter 3.4.2.
Table 5.2 shows number of detected objects from one virtual slide. Each object is then
further analysed at 5X magnification level before it is accepted as a candidate tissue. Each
candidate tissue is then divided into regions at 20X magnifications. Then, each region will
be analysed with its basic property such as the entropy and mean grey level value, as well
as number of background pixels as stated above. Based on this information, meaningful
regions were accepted for further tissue extraction process.
Tissue number regions created regions accepted
tis1 0 0
tis2 23 5
tis3 24 3
tis4 15 6
tis5 16 6
tis6 0 0
tis7 32 8
tis8 20 7
tis9 30 6
tis10 30 3
tis11 24 3
tis12 25 7
tis13 4 2
tis14 28 5
tis15 25 6
Table 5.2: Table show sample of tissues detected and filtered, as well as the regions
accepted for region grading process from a virtual slide using our selected parameters and
threshold values.
5.3 Implementation of epithelial layer analysis
Out of 3051 regions created from all the accepted tissue, only 1735 regions were accepted
for epithelial layer, texture and spatial features layer analysis. The selected region con-
tains background where tissue boundary detection was carried out. The detection process
aims to ensure that the correct boundaries are detected, and not muscularis mucosa.
Then the epithelial layer tissue analysis is implemented. This is to select only dys-
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plastic tissue for further processing, thus reducing the computational cost in processing
normal tissues. Referring to Chapter 4.1, the final result of this process is to grade epithe-
lial layer in a region into dysplastic or non-dysplastic tissues.
In order to do this, un-rotated patches along the detected boundary from these regions
were analysed and clustered based on the clustering model selected. Patches were clus-
tered into 5 clusters with 78% of the regions (1354 regions) being classified as dysplastic
tissue using the cluster co-occurrence. These regions will be used for the next processes.
5.4 Implementation of BDT models
Implementing the clustering model as well as the BDT models on the CCM features was
straightforward, but the feature extraction took a long processing time with an average of
one virtual slide taking five working days. Therefore, we used several processing nodes
on the large-scale advanced research computing (ARC1) provided by the university to run
a parallel feature extraction and clustering for all these regions.
CCM texture features of each region of these test sets were extracted as explained
in 4.2.2 previously. These texture features were used to grade the regions into G1[0,1],
G3[0,1] and G5[0,1] using the BDT models selected in Chapter 4.2.3.
Therefore, to achieve a consensus grading for each region, a positivity table is used
to count in the support value gained from every model. A positivity table lists all grades
given by the BDT models for each region. Grade which do not conflict with the other are
counted as support. In a positivity table, a grade is considered strong if only one BDT
model produces a positive grade (G1[1] or G3[1] or G5[1]), and the other model gives a
negative grade (G1[0] or G3[0] or G5[0]). On the other hand, if all three BDTs produce a
positive grade, or all negative grades, no consensus grade is achieved.
The score from the positivity table and the model weight is calculated to give a grading
score. Table 5.3 shows the details meaning with the scoring value to show the strength of
each grade for all possible combination of grades by the three BDT models.
The most probable grading out of these three models is determined by incorporating
the probability holding the initial knowledge about each grade. Thus, we can use Bayes
Theorem to directly calculate them. Referring to Equation ?? of Bayes Theorem, we
would like to know the probability of a virtual slide being in certain grade (G1, G3 or
G3) P(h|DG1,G3orG5). Furthermore, the maximum probable hypothesis (called a textit
maximum a posteriori (MAP) hypothesis) for a test case to fall under certain grade with a
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tree-G1 tree-G3 tree-G5 score meaning
1 0 0 2 strongly G1 and not G3 or G5
1 1 0 1 either G1 or G3, but not G5
1 1 1 0 no consensus
0 1 1 1 either G3 or G5 but not G1
0 0 1 2 srongly G5 and not G3 or G1
0 1 0 2 strongly G3 and not G1 or G5
0 0 0 0 no consensus
1 0 1 1 either G1 or G5 but not G3
Table 5.3: Positivity table and the score used to find a consensus diagnosis for a region.
known prior probability can be determined as Equation 5.1.
hMAP ≡ argmax
h∈H
P(h|D)
= argmax
h∈H
P(D|h)P(h)
P(D)
= argmax
h∈H
P(D|h)P(h)
The term P(D) is dropped from the final step above as it is a constant independent of
h.
The hMAP calculation for each grade (G1[0,1], G3[01,] and G5[0,1] with confusion
matrix of
(
8 0
2 6
)
,
(
6 2
2 6
)
and
(
6 2
1 7
)
respectively are normalised to 0.80, 0.75 and 0.86. These
maximum probabilities will be used as the w to grade regions. These confusion matrices
produced by each BDT tree were shown originally in Table 4.12.
To explain this, the positivity table and score gained for regions accepted from tissue
2 of slide 13348 is shown in Table 5.4 and Equation 5.2.
The formula to calculate the overall grading score (GS):
Si =∑wi× scorei (5.2)
where i is the dysplasia grade [G1, G3 or G5]
Therefore, the GSG1 for the sample tissue is 0.80, GSG3 is 3.75 and GSG5 is 0.86.
Based on the highest GS value, this tissue is graded as G3.
5.5 Virtual slides grading
Grading a virtual slide is another tricky process, as the frequency of grades occurs in a
slide which is not necessarily used by pathologists. In current practice, priority was given
to the most severe grade of dysplasia. For example, if there are occurrences of regions
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image
aaaaaaaaa
Region
score
2 1 0
tis2-1 G3
tis2-2 G3
tis2-3 G3&G1
tis2-4 no consensus
tis1-5 G5
Table 5.4: Grading score gained for regions in tissue number 2 of slide 13348.
graded as G5, the whole virtual slides will be graded as G5. This applied regardless of
high frequencies of G1 and G3 found in the same slide. The same rule applies for a
lower grade of dysplasia when the highest grade does not exist. However, the number of
acceptable occurrence (namely X) of G5 and G3 is not known.
Therefore, we want to calculate the (X). In order to do this, we introduce a threshold
frequency (Ft) for G5 and G3. These thresholds are proportions of the total frequency of
regions with G1, G3 and G5 detected in each class. Incorporating the current practice of
grading dysplasia, the most severe grade of dysplasia detected in regions of virtual slides
will be considered as the candidate grade for the virtual slide.
However, information regarding the proportion of every grade is taken into account.
Referring to the second column of Table 5.7, numbers of regions graded as G1, G3 and
G5 were populated according to the grading of the virtual slides to find the frequency
proportion. Cases where regions are detected with G5 were ≥ 40% of the total number
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of regions, so the whole virtual slide is graded as G5. Otherwise, if the number of de-
tected regions with G3 was ≥ 32%, it is graded as G3. The frequency thresholds or the
proportion are shown in Table 5.5.
aaaaaaaaa
Region
Slide
G3 G5
G3 0.333 0.287
G5 0.048 0.245
Table 5.5: Proportion of regions detected with G3 and G5 for each class of virtual slides.
The occurrence of G1, G3 and G5 suggested by BDTs in each virtual slide are cal-
culated, and the number of G3 and G5 classifications are compared against its ft value.
The result for all virtual slides test set using the threshold frequency with X=5 is shown in
Table 5.7. We have also included the grading suggestion if the highest frequency grading
is used, for comparison. Furthermore, the confusion matrix for the virtual slides grading
test set is shown as Table 5.6.
aaaaaaaaaaaaa
suggested
pathologist
G1 G3 G5
G1 4 1 0
G3 1 3 0
G5 0 1 5
Table 5.6: Confusion matrix between our grading method and the ground truth (glass slide
diagnosis).
Based on the table, we have managed to achieve a high agreement score of 0.80 KV
with the glass slide grading by the pathologists with the implementation of a threshold
frequency. This agreement score is a massive improvement compared to the agreement
score between the glass slide grading with the highest frequency grading, which is only
0.47 KV. Furthermore, high true positive results for all three grades shows that our three
classes binary grading models are reliable.
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5.6 Conclusions
This chapter is an important part of the thesis contribution as proof that the whole process
of virtual slide dis-integration for tissue detection, region creation and grading as well
as re-integrating tissue into the respective virtual slides were tested and worked. The
workflows can be revisited at Figure 1.2.
The tissue detection and selection process as discussed in Chapter 3 were implemented
on 15 test virtual slides, giving us 222 detected tissues. These tissues were then disinte-
grated for texture analysis, using the region creation approach as discussed in Chapter
3.4. This process has given us 3051 regions for analysis and grading in the region layer.
The implementation of tissue epithelial, texture and spatial analysis in this level has given
us a variety of grading for each virtual slide. These have proven that our CCM feature,
as well as the BDT models selected during analysis and experimental set up in Chapter
4, managed to model the hidden knowledge of texture relationship for grades G1, G3 and
G5 of dysplasia.
Another important contribution of this chapter is the discovery of calculating the con-
sensus grading for virtual slides diagnosis. In region level, we have tested the positivity
table and scoring method on our BDT models to include supportive grading by the other
decision model, indirectly avoiding conflicting grades. There are still few tissues where
no consensus is gained, but the grading for the whole virtual slides are not interrupted.
Then, we have measured the proportion of region’s grade for virtual slides with G1, G3
and G5; and use this as threshold frequency for consensus grading of the virtual slides.
The result were very good compared to the existing agreement achieved between pathol-
ogists. Therefore, the ft can be used as acceptable occurrence X of graded region to grade
dysplasia in BO.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and future work
6.1 Summary of work
The objective of this research is to help identify and measure dysplastic changes in BO
virtual pathology slides using its textural features and spatial relationships. In order to
do this, experiments were set up to extract the best representations of tissue texture and
spatial pattern.
The first novel contribution of this research is the solution for ‘border effect’ suffered
by BO, colon, breast, prostate and oral tissue (among others) during digital image process-
ing. A lot of references regarding the tissue condition were linked to the surface maturity,
the complex structure of the epithelial tissue and the cell’s polarity, as we can see from
Table 2.2.
Therefore, when the boundaries are curvy or in a viliform structure, the morpholog-
ical changes of tissue structures at the lamina propria region follow. Traditional image
processing techniques usually work within a square or rectangular window frame aligned
to the image frame, but the nature of dysplastic tissue of BO is its complex boundary that
does not aligned to the image frame. This is the ‘border effect’ which has been avoided
by many researchers who works with tissue images by manually selecting sample tissue
without a surface membrane [23, 55, 60].
Therefore, we have develop a method to extract and analyse tissue texture along the
epithelial layer. This method has proven to be successful as it achieved 82.5 AP with 0.82
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precision and 0.86 recall values to grade regions into dysplastic or non dysplastic. The
approach has provide a solution to overcome the ’border effect’ problem and could easily
be adapted to other images. In addition, it enables texture-based analysis to be used where
tissue architecture is mainly used. The study on tissue on the surface membrane has been
attempted before on rat brain hippocampal tissue images in [32] using architecture-based
approach.
Our second contribution is the texture-mapping method in producing the Cluster-
coded Co-occurrence Image(CCI). The co-existence of many types of tissue texture and
its ratio within a tissue sample (or a region) has been a good indicator of tissue condition.
However, there is no standard map or atlas available for our domain, unlike the whole
brain architecture or prostate cancer grading. Realising that the morphological changes in
BO involves many types of tissue textures that co-exist within a region, we have developed
a new texture mapping technique.
In order to do this, patches were created across regions of tissue and clustered based
on texture similarity. The unsupervised clustering model used was trained with tens of
thousands patches from BO tissue. The patches were then re-assigned into their respective
locations to produce the CCI. This approach has been publish in [3] and gained verbal
approval from several pathologist who have looked at the images.
Co-occurrence features among these clusters within a region were calculated to pro-
duce the Cluster Co-occurrence Matrix (CCM).The CCM represents the relationship be-
tween types of tissue texture within a window frame, which is at a higher level from the
existing GLCM approach, which looks at relationship between pixels. The CCM feature
has been used to train a binary decision tree, to grade dysplasia into G1, G3 or G5. These
trees were used as a decision model on the test sets images, and has achieved 87.5, 75.0
and 81.3 AP with KV of 0.75, 0.5 and 0.63. Using the above experiments, the use of CCI
images has been shown to provide a statistically significant improvement and has also
been published in [3].
Our third novel finding is the understanding of spatial arrangement of tissue texture
types with reference to the epithelial layer. However, the grading performance from these
feature is not as good as the CCM features with 75.0, 68.8 and 68.8 AP with KV of 0.5,
0.37 and 0.37 achieved.
Finally, the grading models were applied on the whole BO Virtual Slides. This is
another contribution to the machine learning and pathology society as previous research
was to locate the dysplastic tissue. We have advanced two closely related pieces of re-
search carried out by Hamilton et al. in [40] and Snape in [109]. Hamilton uses texture
analysis to locate dysplastic tissue automatically on colorectal tissue. Snape, which has
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implemented texture and architecture features using DT and colour histograms has only
achieved 62.5 AP.
6.2 Discussion and Future Work
This research has contributed to the computer vision, image processing and machine
learning community where all of these play a major role in developing a diagnosis tool
by identifying patterns and rules which might be too subtle for human perception. Pathol-
ogists especially, can benefit from this development to help in teaching, diagnosing and
visualizing the reasoning behind each grading with quantifiable features.
The proposed models are not to be used solely for grading dysplasia, but more as an
aid to assist pathologists in carrying out their work. Our tissue selection, region creation
and region selection method can help pathologists to identify dysplastic regions quickly.
Our attempt to investigate the epithelial layer with a solution of the ‘border effect’ has
proven to be successful as we could not simply avoid regions without boundaries in our
domain. For other tissue types, knowing the depth of epithelial layer (if available) might
be useful. Thus, the patch size for texture extraction is known and better accuracy can be
achieved.
The Cluster Co-occurrence Image developmental method used to map the tissue tex-
ture type might also be used in other domains as well. However, a good clustering model
would be required for domain-specific texture.
A major challenge of the work has been the many experiments required to find the
optimum combination of parameters. Further work is required to organize these and to
prove the significance of each parameter.
The outcome of this research has the potential to provide more information for pathol-
ogists to challenge or support their grading decisions. Ideally, further work should be
carried out, to evaluate the grades for each self-extracted regions from Chapter 5. If we
had the ground truth data for the grade given by pathologist for all 3051 regions, we could
then calculate the agreement with grades suggested by our BDT models. However, this
would require a significant commitment from pathologists over a longer time frame.
The final contribution of the Cluster Co-occurrence image produced will also benefit
from future application.
Each virtual slide consists of a combination of many grades of dysplasia. Thus, we
have implemented the positivity table and scoring method to calculate a region and virtual
slides consensus grading. Therefore, we would like to see if we have managed to achieved
a pathologist-like consensus diagnosis. This can be done by testing the method on other
Chapter 6. 95 Conclusion and future work
similar diagnosis pattern such as breast or tongue cancer.
Extensive work on grading pathology slides by pathologists would be required to en-
able the consensus grading with supervised learning in the future. The implementation
of Bayesian Network or Gaussion Classifier might be useful as it can incorporate a prior
knowledge and the probability for each grade.
Due to the uniqueness of tissue texture for BO, the BDT models were not generally
applicable for other type of tissue disease. Nevertheless, implementation of these models
on dysplastic tissue of colon can be tested as colon tissue have similar architecure with
dysplastic oesophagus tissue.
Lastly, the visualisation of each region’s grading in each virtual slides can be useful.
Pathologists, or other end user can then see which part of the virtual slides are considered
severe and which are not. This can be represented by a colouring scheme for each grade
and the colour saturation shows the confidence level of each grading.
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normalisation relevence regionID
technique vector 7 55 158 290 427 612 618
NormBimodal
no barretts OK OK X X OK OK X
liver1 OK OK X X OK OK X
liver2 OK OK X X OK OK X
liver3p1 OK OK X X OK OK X
liver3p2 OK OK X X OK OK X
liver4a OK OK X X OK OK X
liver4p1 OK OK X X OK OK X
liver4p2 OK OK X X OK OK X
liver4p3 OK OK X X OK OK X
HE OK OK X X OK OK X
Reinhard Weighted
no barretts OK OK OK X OK OK X
liver1 OK OK OK X OK OK X
liver2 OK OK OK X OK OK X
liver3p1 OK OK OK X OK OK X
liver3p2 OK OK OK X OK OK X
liver4a OK OK OK X OK OK X
liver4p1 OK OK OK X OK OK X
liver4p2 OK OK OK X OK OK X
liver4p3 OK OK OK X OK OK X
HE OK OK OK X OK OK X
Reinhard Hard
no barretts OK OK OK X OK OK X
liver1 OK OK OK X OK OK X
liver2 OK OK OK X OK OK X
liver3p1 OK OK OK X OK OK X
liver3p2 OK OK OK X OK OK X
liver4a OK OK OK X OK OK X
liver4p1 OK OK OK X OK OK X
liver4p2 OK OK OK X OK OK X
liver4p3 OK OK OK X OK OK X
HE OK OK OK X OK OK X
NormReinhard OK OK OK X OK OK X
RgbHist OK OK OK X OK OK X
Table A.1: Normalisation output from combination of different normalisation techniques
and colour classifiers.
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normalisation relevence regionID
technique vector 7 427 158 55 612
original
NormBimodal
HE
No Barretts
Liver1
Liver2
Liver4p1
HE
RVM No Barretts
Reinhard Liver1
Weighted Liver2
Liver4p1
Table A.2: Normalised images
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normalisation colour regionID
technique classifier 7 427 158 55 612
HE
RVM No Barretts
Reinhard Liver1
Hard Liver2
Liver4p1
NormReinhard
RgbHist
Table A.3: Normalised images continued
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